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were also discussed with officials of Chase Manhattan Bank and Fit· • 

National City Bank of New York, and with Walter Ievy. At various '• 

tirres, the broad subject, but not the specific questions, was dis, • 

with a substantial nurrber of second echelon officials of the CCITI[', • 

listed above and with officials of overseas affiliates of nost of "4 

'll:le total number of individuals who contributed their views.:>nthc .. 

list of questions was about 100. Conversations on the same subj" ""' 

held during the last year with an additional 100 carpany official: .. .. 
Sane carpanies had given a great deal of thought to the sub:i, • f 

changing conditions in company-goverrnent relations in producing 

consuming areas; others 'aFparently have preferred to react to ev• •, 

oot to try to anticipate them. With a feH exceptions, however, ,41 

oot possible to speak of an unflawed, nonolithic "carpany positi, 

Feelings and attitudes inside nost companies, as in the De~1' • 

State -- not to rrention the Federal Government -- vary considernl 

And finally there are fairly well known differences in approach 

attitudes arrong the tep executives of the industry as a whole; f 

traditionally have taken a .. quite rigid line, others a nore ~1 , ,., 

one. In this report, the specific views of no company and no it 

will be identified. 



IN THE NAME OF GOD, THE 

COMPASSIONATE, THE MERCIFUL 

Man's access to crude oil may be traced back to sev

eral thousand years, but it is not more than a century 

that he succeeded to drill oil wells in North America 

ond pump out huge quantities of it. Ever since, this so

urce of energy has been gradually making its place in 

industry. The oil industry has developed along with ot

her industries, providing the possibilities of exploring, 

exploitation and refining of oil on a large scale. on 

account of being a cheap and profuse source of energy for 

meeting human needs, the flow of oil has become the life

vein of industries. Development of oil side-industries, 

like petrochemicals, during the last few decades has gre

atly enhanced the importance of oil as a raw material for 

these industries. The products of such industries like 

polymers and plastic goods have found numerous cases of 

utilization due to their low cost of production and faci

lity of industrial application. Due to the rapid develo

pment of polymer technology and the scientific know-how, 

the utility and i~portance of this material is steadily 

increasing, For this reason use of petroleum as fuel is 

considered to be one of its wrost kind of utilization. 

Despite the great efforts and large investments which 

have been put to work by the industrialized countries for 

finding an alternative source of energy, no significant 



success has yet b~en achieved, Due to high costs and ma

ssive equipments, application of nuclear energy has its 

own limitations and cannot play such a significant role. 

It is worth mentioning that during the year 1975, 65.8\ 

of the world energy requirement were met by gas and petr

oleum, and 26.7% by coal, whereas the share of other sou

rces of energy (including nuclear energy) was a meagre 

7.St In any case, petroleum has maintained its top po

sition as the foremost source of energy and will continue 

to do so in the foreseeable future as well, If we look 

at this problem from the economic point of view, it assu-

mes even greater and more significant dimentions. The 

problem of oil continues to influence the economic posit

ion of nations and their destinies with an ever faster 

pace, and the impact of the fluctuations in the oil mark

et on their economies is deepening. In order to procure 

certain criteria iA this regard, the remarks of one of 

the economics exports of the C.I.A. made in August 1978 

about the increase in oil prices are quoted here: 

"We calulate that on oil price increase of 10\ now has the s1111e 

• economic impact as a 60\ increase in 1973,when the weight of oil in 

*During the year 1973, the oil prices touched an unprece

dented height in the world market, and increased from $3 

per barral to $12 per barral. (These prices are approxi

mates, which is subject to change according to various 

types of crude oil.) 



econ011ic activity was much smaller. Every 10' rise in real crude 

prices today would cut one-half a percentage point off OECD GNP gr

owth, boost unemployment by some 500,000 persons, and add slightly 

110re than one-half a .,ercentage point to inflation, besides adding 

to the already severe balance-of-payments problems of many nations." 

Frankly speaking, if the marginal changes taking pla

ce in the oil market can alarm the world plunderers to 

such an extent, so, how the control of oil market would 

be achieveable? How do they manage to suppress, the le

gitimate wights of the righ,tful owners of the oil income, 

i.e the oppressed people of the oil exporting countries, 

how do the squanderers of oil steer the ruling bodies of 

these countries in the direction of meeting their polit

ical purposes? How is it that different political parties 

coming to power in a country like America are transformed 

into an impeneterable united front on this issue? From 

where can be found the answers to these and many more 

such basic questions? The reality is that the information 

about many of these issues cannot be obtained through the 

study of reports and articles printed in mass media. In 

most cases confidential reports and classified materials 

can prove a useful guide for the scrutinizing and probing 

of such issues. 

*Quoted form one of the analyses, made Qy the C.I.A., fo

und among the documents of the Espionage Den. 
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Numerous documents of high significance which are ma

inly in possession of top clasification and dealing with 

oil issue, have been recovered from the U.S. Espionage Den. 

Before the seizure of the Embassy they were filed sepura-

tely under the same classification by the Embassy author-

ities. The significance of these documents will be ·real

ized only.when one comes to know that this is the first 

instance that such secret and highly confident~al reports 

regarding the matter of oil are being published, and for 

the first time are brought to th~ full knowledge of the 

public. For tHe same reason, the inportance of their study 

and analysis is much more realized. These documents have 

been arranged in a proper order, and will be published 

eventually, may God will so. 

The Present Document: The International Oil Industry In 

1980: 

After the discovery of vast oil fields in America the 

Europeans, who found themselves lacking this great source 

of energy, started to search for oil in their colonies 

and the countries that were under their influence. The 

Brithish discovered oil in the Middle East, particularly 

in the erea of the Persian Gulf, which the largest oil 

fields are located in that region. Their avarice and greed 

on the one hand, and the ignorance and carelessness of 

the regional rulers of the time on the other hand, incre-



ased the lust for exploiting the oil. Hence for the sake 

of plundering these sources, they tempted the regional 

rulers and allured them to sign unjust and unilateral ag

reements. The contracts signed between Naseruddin shah 

and Baron Julies De Reuter, who was an Englishman and Mu

zaffaruddin shah and William Knox D'Arcy, (also an Engli

shman), are among those agreements. Reuter obtained, the 

monopoly rights for all mineral resources, with the exce

ption of gold, silver and precious stones mines, for a 

period of seventy years in exchange for the nominal paym

ent of 40,000 pounds. But this agreement was annulled due 

to the strong opposition of Tzarist Russia. Afterwards 

D'Arcy secured special privileges and monopoly rights of 

exploring, drilling and exporting oil, petroleum, gas, tar 

and natural wax for a period of sixty years through the 

son of the previous Shah. These royalties were transacted 

for a payment of just 20,000 pounds in cash and 20,000 

shares of the drilling company, whereas the total number 

of the shares of the company was more than 600,000. As a 

result of these contracts, technically named as concessi

onary agreements the national wealth of the poor countries 

was placed at the disposal of the plunderers, and day by 

day they became more dependant to their exploiters. For 

an example, in 1917 A.D. (1295-96 H. SH. Persian calander) 

the net profits of the Anglo-persian Oil Company (which 

was established in 1909 by the British government for the 



purpose of maintaining the royalties obtained by D'Arcy 

who faced financial difficulties and was unable to cont

inue.) after the deduction of depreciation, internal 

duties, and royalties was amounted to 344,109 pounds. 

In that year the royalties which were to be paiJ to th~ 

Iranian government totaled 3829 pounds, but was confisc

ated in liue or damages causeJ to the company's pipeline 

by the Iranian tribes. 

Relations between the oil companies, the principal 

plunderers of oil, and the oil-producing countries were 

so one-sided that the American officials also had to cr

iticize them in severe terms. In this context the foll· 

owing extract taken out from this very book is noteworthy: 

"The attitude, common 60 or even 20 years ago, was that oil 

copanies made the resource, without their efforts, science and cap

ital, the oil would stay in the ground. The natives, therefore, 

should be grateful for whatever the companies gave them--anA this 

should not be very much." 

"Unfortunately, there are sti 11 many in the governments and un

iversities of the producing countries who have not seen that the oil 

companies have changed." 

An analyses of such phrases as 'the changes in the 

companies', which are mentioned in an approving tone, anJ 

'the changes in favour of the oil producing countries', 

which are referred to as an essential and positive step, 

is indicative of the fact that to what extent the royalty 



aereements and business relations of the oil companies 

with the oil-producing countries, in the past, were one

sided. In any case, in the successive years, these agr· 

eements were renewed with minor changes, which were maJe, 

due to the pressure exerted by the public opinion of thl.l 

countries possessing oil reserves. This was the sole 

determining factor in increasing the oil revenues of the 

real owners, who had yet received an insignificant part 

of the oil income. 

The maturity of the public opinion and the relative 

disillusionment of the masses in these countries, along 

with the changes that occurred in governments to some 

extent have been disrupting regular oil exports by past 

conditions. Sharp reactions against this kind of pillage 

and repudiation of the plunderers had occurred in rapid 

succession. But these reactions were usually dispelled 

by means of political forces and sometimes were defeated 

by the means of more acute measures like coup d'etats. 

The deep-rooted struggle of the Iranian people during the 

years 1948-1953 A.D. (1328-1332 H.Sh.), which led to the 

nationalization of the oil industry in 1950 (1329 H.Sh.) 

and expelling of the British, is one of the most remark• 

able instances of a kind in this regard and the coup 

d'etate of Aug 1953 (Murdad 28) is an example of the kind 

of responses given by exploiting countries to these str-

uagles. 



With time the situation changed. The maturity of 

public opinion expanded to such an extent that it became 

difficult to suppress the public demands in oil producing 

countries and also their governments were inevitably co

mpelled to reflect them. Thus, the wave of dissatisfac

tion and anger grew uncontrollably explosive during 1970 

(1348-1349 Sh.), and forced the plunderers to reevalulate 

the conditions with utmost care. A secret document of 

the U.S. State Department is included in thjs book, in 

which the above-mentioned issue has been studied and an

alyzed. As mentioned earlier, the specific conditions 

and circumstances prevalent in the oil market and the oil 

industry are such that they demand dpecific steps to be 

taken for controlling them. The circumstances have re

ached a stage that the OPEC countries may make certain 

decisions which could cause irretrievable losses to the 

oil companies and consumers, and this would leave them 

facing a completed act. Therefore, the U.S. State Depar

tment has decided to take certain measures in order to 

coordinate the deliberations of various groups and soci

eties that determine the oil policy of the U.S.A. These 

societies are in the following order: 

-The authorities of the U.S. government in different 

departments such as the Department of Interior, the Dep

artment of Commerce, the Department of State, the Depar

tment of Justice and etc. 



-The important and main American banks like, the Chase 

Manhattan, the First National City Bank of New York and 

etc. 

-The management of the principal oil companies of /\1n

crica, the majority of whom are the members of the Seven 

Sisters, Texaco, Standard Oil California, Standard Oil 

New Jersy, Gulf and Mobil.* 

-Independent American Oil companies: 

Atlantic Richfield, Contintentai, Marathon, Accidental 

and Standard Indiana. The main aims of the specific ac

tions which come under the jurisdiction of the State De

partment are in the following order: 

-To propound various questions whose answers will help 

to determine and re$olve the present issues, and the de

cisions taken by the circles. 

-Forwarding these questions to the above-mentioned 

special circles. To seek their opinion. (the questions 

are given in the later part of the relevant document in 

the form of an appendix.) 

-A comprehensive analysis of the problems, enabling the 

decision-making bodies to have a clear picture of the 

existing situation. 

-Proposing measures to be taken for the solution of 

the existing problems. The contents of the document are 

•rwo other English companies are Bri thish Petroleum and. 

Royal Watch Shell Hollandish. 



quite clear and present a clear picture of the role that 

U.S.A. plays in the oil market and industry. This role 

is so monopolistic and unilateral that it cannot be fully 

comprehended unless one probes the contents of the docum

ents, which are explicit statements of U.S. Administrat

ion officials. But there are some points in the quoted 

document, which should be considered with special atten

tion. A minute study of these points gives us a much 

deeper insight into the crucial problem of oil, and ena

bles us to prepare ourselves as an oil producer and as 

one of the important members of the OPEC to adopt effec

tive measures vis-a-vis the politics of international oil' 

devourers and their propaganda stunts. 

Significanc~ of Oil In American Economy: 

Apart from being an industriali~ed counrty with the 

highest degree of energy consumption in the worlQ,the 

U.S.A. is in vital need of this source of energy. From 

the economic point of view oil is of great significance 

to her. The huge and exhorbitant profits which are ear

ned through oil transactions, are very important for the 

U.S.A. in many respects. It is enough to recall that 

five of the seven major oil companies that devour the 

world reserves are American, and they enjoy loin's share 

in exploiting, refining, marketing and supplying the oil 

of the non-comunist world. In this respect it will be 



better to look at the subject from American point of view. 

•e read the following excerpt from the remarks of a Depar

t•ent of State analyst: 

"The contribution of the international oil industry to our bal

•IM:e of payments is about as great as that of all other investments 

••ro•d combined and, hence, is another reason for our concern that 

"" ol I companies remain heal thy and productive." 

rt is for these reasons that the Americans are not 

1•repared to give up even one cent of their huge profits, 

which is in fact the legitimate right of the oppressed 

peoples and the countries possessing oil reserves. Wh

. never the question of the partnership of the countries 

··wning the oil feilds in the oil extracting companies, 

11 raised by these countries, as a step towards receiving 

•ore profits, the wide spectrum of the U.S. authorities, 

•111rt from the nature of their connections with the pro

hie• of oil, form a united front to oppose them and dec

l•re such a demand as a threat to their interests: 

" ... each percentage increase in participation could mean a 

llltle less than an additional cent per barral of oil produced, 

In any case, it is clear that the Americans are not 

1olng to retreat even a step from their fortified posit

ion of making enormous profits: 

"We would not wish, however, to indicate openly at any ti111e 

•~•t nationalization of oil and converting companies into purchasing 

· ""' ractors would be in any way acceptable to us." 



Other Ways for Procuring Crude Oil for Reducing the Dep

endence on the Present Sources: 

As mentioned in the beginning of this paper, various 

efforts have been made for finding other sources of ene

rgy, but due to various obstacles and limitations their 

production and utilization accompanies many difficulties. 

In this document the possibilities of obtaining crude oil 

have been assessed and analyzed. The most important ap

proaches are as follows: 

-Obtaining oil from coal. 

-Extracting oil from tar sand. 

-The secondary and tertiary methods of recovering oil 

from the wells, whose pressure has become low. 

-Extracting oil from Shale. 

In view of the high cost of production and extraction 

of crude oil by above-mentioned methods, the price of the 

crude oil obtained by these methods cannot compete with 

the price of oil obtained through the ordinary process. 

In this document also, as reflected in the following pas

sage, a sentiment of disappointment and frustration can 

be noticed: 

"In any case, there can be very 11 ttle doubt that the hydrocar

bon needs of the United States will ultimately beat least partially 

covered by oil produced from these two sources, or that these are the ' 

major reserves of the world. They <tre also the most costly of the 

reserves we are presently considering." 



"· •• the consuming countries could take less oil, but this is 

oc•rcely a credible threat as they have no alternatives for this oil 

• ll hor from non-OPEC sources or from other types of energy." 

This should be kept in mind that in the documents qu

"' •d above, the analyst himself has shown the difference 

h•tween the cost of oil obtained through these methods and 

•he current pr ice of oi 1 a·s lower than the actual cost in 

enother paper prepared by the C.I.A., in which the subject 

•• studied with greater technical accuracy, but more neg

• Ive results are indicated. Therefore it ought to be be

l••ved that this subject has been viewed optimistically 

nd these sources are given far greater value than they 

• tually deserve. 

11,11 Power of Oil Producers vis-a-vis the Oil Devourers: 

The expression, 'oil as a political weapon' has acqu-

111d currency in modern terminology. The spokesman who 

•nt to emphasize 'the issue of the power of the oppressed 

~ople of oil-producing countries' always make use of it. 

h11 use of oil as a political weapon has been always crit-

' I zed by the industrially powerful countries and they de

"'mce it as an act of injustice. Though in this kind of 

rupagan<la human moral values and principles are often being 

"l'hosized, but it is dubbed as an act of violation of the 

"'"rnational agreements. yet if one studies its roots, 

••motives can be found lying somewhere else. The truth 



is that the devourers of oil and the industrialize~ cou

ntries have been always greatly alarmed at the unity of 

the countries possessing oil reserves and have been alw

ays trying to create obstacles in the way of the format

ion of a united front of the oil producing countri~s. 

Jn this Jocument the exterme weakness of the oil-devour

ers against the countries possessing oil r~serves can be 

seen in the from of a cli:sh of principles. In this way, even 

their attempt to seek refuge in the term 'weapon' is it· 

self indicative of the kind of authority and power which 

the oil producing countries weild, and which the princi· 

pal oil consuming countries try to weaken through creat

ing obstacles. The organization of the Oil Exporting 

Countries (OPEC), as the only front formed by the count

ries pos~essing oil reserves, has always caused conside

rable dismay among the devourers of oil. The use of such 

epithets as 'Oil Cartel' "the organization of eagles" 

for this organization is illustrative of the fact that 

every factor of unity which results in the uniformity of 

the oil policies and consequently safeguards the intere

sts of the real exporters of oil, always becomes the ta

rget of grudge and malice of the exploiting countries. 

The operations of this organization up to the date of the 

document (1971) gave rise to the sense of intense weakn

ess among the devourers of oil vis-a-vis this organizat~ 

ion, and this can be noticed in the following lines of 



the document: 

"With minimal cooperation inside OPEC, (and the cooperation in 

the last year has been considerable), the OPEC countries should be 

uble to force prices considerably higher in 1976; at the conclusion 

of the Tehran agreements; and at the same time will be able to force 

the companies to accept "participation" on OPEC terms, in fact they 

could do this much earlier if they can work together. 

Subsequently the analyst assesses the consequences 

of the coarse and incongorous attitude of the major oil 

companies in the following words: 

"A return to an overtly, exclusively pro-Israel position would 

negate most and probably all of the other steps the United States 

could take to secure oil supplies." 

From the political point of view, it should be noti

ced as to what extent the reactions of the countries po

ssessing oil reserves were taken into account: 

Now it is necessary to analyze reason for the monop

olization of Saudi Arabian oil reserves by ARAMCO and 

the plundering assaults of industrialized countries and 

oil companies over the oil prices on ~he one hand, and 

on the other, the reason why the U.S. government shame f

acedly is continuing to support the international zionism. 

Can its reason be other than the disunity and discard 

among the Muslims and the vaunt and dependence of the 

heads and rulers of the reactionary Arab states upon the 

lmpe rialis ts? 



It will not be improper to refer to the problem as 

discussed in the text of the document. Shaykh Zaki Yam

ani, the oil minister of Saudi Arabia, in the Beirut co

ngregation of American students in the beginning of 196~ 

described ARAMCO as follows: 

"In early 1967, Saudi oil minister Yamani described ARAMCO to 

Arab student in Beirut as a "milk Cow, not to be abused, so that the 

Saudi farmer can exploit it for all it is worth." " 

Such a weak attitude, that too, for explaining the 

shameful actions of the past, shows where lies the main 

source of the problem. In the following statement, which 

gives an estimation of the opposite side as compared with 

the strengh of the oil producing countries, the differe

nce between 'what has to be' and 'what is' can be under

stood in a better way: 

"But even though some company officials as well, may yrean for 

the good old days, their strength in dealing with governments has 

been largely dissipated." 

In short it can be summarized as follows: 

* The Tehran Agreemenent was signed in 1971 between the 

OPEC and a three-member committee selected by oil compan

ies. Of the most important features of this agreement 

it can be noted to a 55% increase in tax payable by extr

acting companies to the oil producing countries of the 

Persian Gulf area and an increase of 33 cents per barrel 

of the price of Persian Gulf crude oil. This agreement was 

enforced on February 15, 1971. 



"In short, the high trumps are all in the hands of the producing 

countries and will be for next twenty years." 

"The companies and the consuming governments, including our own, 

still have a few good cards which will be described in the next sec· 

t Ion, but they will have to be played very carefully to avoid a cru

•hi ng defeat." 

Western frauds for creating_ the desired situation and 

relations: 

Under this heading the present solutions suggested by 

the various organization and bodies for reducing damages 

und losses incurred by the disruption of the oil supply, 

or the ways to froestall the possibility of such a situa-

1 ion have been studied. On the one side, the enormous 

.amounts of foreign exchange which are paid by the indust

rialized countries for purchasing oil has come under great 

•onsideration. One of the objectives of the proposed so

lutions was to find out the ways of transferring back a 

0 onsiderable amount of foreign exchange to the countries 

hy which it was paid. fhese solutions were conceived on 

the basis of affecting and intensitying economic, politi-

· al and military dependence of oil-producing countries 

along with the expansion of trade relations with them. 

l'his can obviously seen in a portion of the document: 



"The great manufacturing countries could win a large portion of 

this back from the producing governments in increased trade" 

This aim was attaine<l by the industrialized countries 

through the expansion of trade relations with the oil-pr

oducing countries. Let us now turn to scrutinize the pu

rpose of these countries in giving technical, economic and 

cultural assistance to the countries possessing oil reso

urces: 

"As the OPEC countries develop, however, this relaince on fori-

egn goods and foriegn technical assistance will grow and it is cert

ainly to the interest of the consuming countries to assist the develo-· 

pment of the OPEC countries. The creation of large middle classes 

througout the OPEC area and the bringing of the entire population 

into the money economy, will indead increase these countries' reliance 

on the ojl consuming countries, which supply goods in return." 

When the third world countries are allured by the dr

eam of a bright future with the slogans of 'advancement, 

progress and modernization' then on the propaganda front 

extensive cultural efforts are being made in order to keep 

the lid on real motives an<l intentions, and long-cherishe<l 

hopes of the plunderers are fulfilled. The oil-producing 

countries are dispossessed of their weapon, and the oppo

site side determines as to what they have to do. This situa

ion is analyzed in the following words: 

"This plan, which has been advanced by the EEC officials in B•u

ssels, would favor the close integration of the economies of producing 

and consuming countries, and would guarantee that an oil embargo by 



the producer would do at least as much demage to its own economy as 

it would to that of the consumer. This increasing mutual dependence 

would thereby provide adequate guarantee of stability of supply." 

Supplying highly sophisticated weaponary and creating 

military alliances/dependencies would enforce the control 

leverage of oil-producing countries and enhance it's eff

ectiveness. By fanning the fire of national, religious 

and territorial differences among the countries of a par

ticular region the regional tensions are increased, so 

that a favourable ground for purchasing weaponary would 

be created. Subsequently, steps are taken to sell the 

weapons, so that in this way also, huge profits are made 

by the arms-manufacturers. On the other hand, they also 

make their political position stronger vis-a-vis the coun-

try purchasing these weapons. In this connection the fo-

!lowing passage needs to be probed: 

"The official U.S. position in Saudi Arabia is buttressed by gr

owing Saudi desire for American military equipment and technical ass

istance, manifested by the corps of Engineers• consultant role, Rayt

heon's llawk Missile program, and the growing American official and 

private roles in modernizing the Saudi Air Force, Army logistics, Na

tional Guard, coast guard and Navy. 

In coclusion, it can be said that dependance of every 

kind and every form causes more harm than benefit to the 

oppressed countries possessing oil resources and is advan

tageous to the plunderer states, which are determined to 



destroy these sources. 

"And if it ever appears possible to tie any of the major produ

cers firmly to the western consumers, considerable effort should be 

expended in doing it." 

_R.i va__l__!}'_in th_~_f_api tal is~orlE_:_ 

The pillage of the oil resources of the oppressed co

u~tries hy means of excessive exploitation of their oil

fields, purchasing it cheeply, and taking back all the 

money which were paid through imposing the economic alli

ance on them, has been discussed so far. Another notice

able point is the unsatiable greed and avidity of the ca

pitalist countries which arc keen to plunder each others' 

reasources. The situation is such that the U.S. endeavors 

to sign a contract with Canada for securing a part of its 

crude oil. The analyst proposes that in case Canada does 

not agree to sign this contract, the control and supervi

sion of the Canadijn oil should be lifted and its import 

into America should be declared free. As a consequence 

of this act greater commercial pressure will be exerted 

on the Canadian oil and gas, which will result in the gr

eater exploration and exploitation of its resources. 

Th~Last ~or~_:__ 

In the present circumstances wide-spread and escalat

ing efforts are made by the oil devourers to weaken the 

united front of the oil-producing countries. These efforts which 



are made due to the relative stagnation in the oil market, 

and are supported by the vast production of crude oil in 

the region of the North sea through England, Norway and 

other non-OPEC producing countries are aimed at launching 

the price war' among the oil producers and eventually 

entrusting control o[ the oil market to the purchasers 

instead of the producers with an escalating pace. Paral

lel to these efforts, it is also pretended that the days 

of the authority of the oil-producing countries are gone, 

and now the initiative is in the hands of the oil consum

ing countries. Due to the obstinate actions of certain 

oil-producing countries, among whom some members of the 

OPEC are also found, a favourable ground for the oil-dev

ourers and the trumpeters of their propaganda machinary 

is prepared, who are declaring that the dissolution of the 

OPEC is proceeding. However beyond all these tumults what 

is apparent is the unending fear of the industrialized 

oil-consumer countries on the one hand, and the unprecen

dented power of the oil-producers on the other. If the 

producers of the oil, despite all their defects and weak

nesses, take a firm stand to defend themselves against the 

conspiracies and varied front of the opposite camp, whit

hout any doubt their power will steadily increase in the 

forthcoming years. We should have a conviction that oil 

is a weapon, as said by our dear leader, the Imam Khomeini: 



"Which weapon that you possess and the world does not 

possess is the weapon of oil. The world is in need of 

your weapon. It is the life-vein of the world. This 

weapon which is entrusted to you by the Almighty God is 

to be used by you in the path of the Almighty". 

This weapon has proved its efficiency in some matters, 

but so far has never acted with its full strength. If we 

proceed with firmness and show patience against hardships, 

we can make full use of this weapon. No doubt, the fate 

of the multinational companies and the plunderer states, 

in their ow11 words, will be 'an annihilating defeat'. 

Muslim Students Following 

the Line of the Imam. 

Winter 86 
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THE INI'ERNATIONAL Or:. INOOSTRY THOOU'.iH 1980 

SUma.ry and Conclusions 

'Il1e world is rt:M experiencing what is very likely its last bri 

buyers' narket for conventional oil. By 1975,and possibly earlier, 

will have entered a permanent sellers' narket, with any one of sever 

najor producers being able to create a supply crisis by cutting off 

supplies. 'Il1e United States itself can, see its current relatively J• 
canfortable energy position continuously deteriorating to the point 

by 1980, it will be forced to inp:>rt half of its oil requirerrents -

largely fran the Fa.stern lani:s;.;lf'>:e. 

The United States and its allies survived the current OPEC crisi 

without undue danuge by a shCM of consurer solidarity and by diplanat 

pressure and persuasion in several of the OP&: oountries. The prospe 

of success will probably be small and shortlived, even if achieved, 

unless the oil coopanies are willing to discuss with the producing gc 

irents sate foilll of a new relationship after 1976. 

The USA and its allies have small chance of forcing OP:OC to a::llli 

with our wishes. The oil producers will have to be convinced that tl 

are being treated fairly, and that they have =re to gain by stabili1 

over a long period than they can by creating chaos and high short teJ 

profits. 
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The us; should call an end to the intenninable "studies" on energy 

problems and start taki..'lg action. Decisions llDJSt be taken in the United 

States within the next o.o yea.rs which will enable us to secure our own 

needs in energy for the next 0..0 decades. These decisions to reduce rate 

of growth of consl.l!lption and to raise donestic production and inports 

I ran secure sources will be as lll'JPOPular as they will be rostly. 'llley will 

require a good deal of political =urage, and the State Depa.rtrrent should 

play a leading role in proposing and defending than. 

Action in the OEX:D to follow coordinated policies on energy matters 

and a oc:mtDn front vis-a-vis the producing rountries, and action in the 

c('OC to persuade it (or selected OPFX: rountries) to acbpt policies which 

will insure stability in =rlc ::il supplies at predictable prices, will 

<onstitute a major diplomatic activity of the United States in the next 

t'R{) years. 

The short-run problem of the current OPEx:: demar.d for revision of 

pnym;nts as a result of the dollar "devaluation" can probably be ll'Ct only 

ll'f the oarpanies agreeing to sare higher posted price, or sare new basis 

for paym;nts. ~ assl.Il'e this will be done; the oarpanies are already 

lltx:Ming considerable flexibility here. 

The second current OPEC demand for "participation" will be oore 

'Ii fficult. The carpanies believe it is in contravention of the Tehran 

ll)reerrents and we agree. Most of than will resist the demand and we should 

•1ive them diplanatic support. ~ believe, however, that it will be possible 
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to successfully forestall OPEC action which could g;J as far as confis 

tion of propertie5, only if the ~es are willing to start ro.i 

discussing new cx:npany-govemment relationships after 1976. 

If it should not be possible to delay the current I!Cves toward 

participation, our tirretable for working out the new producer-cx:npany

consurer relationships will sinply have to be advanced fran 1976. A 

steady supply of oil on reasonable terms, i.e., terms censurers can 

and can oount on over an extended period, is of first irrp::>rtance. 
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I. Prearrble 

Oller the last four years, officers of the Departnent of State have 

discussed the subject of the future of the international oil industry 

with officials of alrrost all of the oil oarpanies which have interests 

abroad. Such discussions have been ad hoc and generally have been 

centered around events of mmediate urgency. In 1970 and early 1971, 

the discussions grew in freqamcy, although they remain unstructured wi1 
no agenda and few conclusions; and there were no reccmrendations for 

action. In July 1971, in an effort to focus attention rrore sharply on I 

the subject, particularly on goals and on actions which might be taken j 

by the industry and the goverrll"'"'!lt to achieve these goals, we drafted I 

and sent to the industry a series of questions (Annex 1). '!he questions I 
were not ireant to be exclusive or to indicate any course of action; I 
they were rrerely indicative of the problems which i.ould have to be faced 

and answered before there rould be any serious planning for the next 

decade. j 
In the last four rronths, we have had rreetings with the five J\!!eric1 

majors, Gulf, !lbbil, Standard Oil of california, Standard Oil of New Jerij 

and Texaro; with Shell (but not with British Petroleum); with five large 

"independents", Atlantic Richfield, Continental, Marat..>ian, Occidental and 

Standard Oil of Indiana. The questions were sant to several other inde-

pendents but, at this writing, no response has been received. The questi 
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.,,. also discussed with officials of Clase Manhattan Bank and First 

1• tonal City Bank of New York, and with Wtlter Ievy. At various other 

~-a, the broad subject, but not the specific questions, was discussed 

1 • h a substantial nl.Ilt>er of seoond echelon officials of the cx:rcpanies 

~•led above and with officials of overseas affiliates of 11Dst of them. 

~ total nurrber of individuals who contributed their views on the specific 

I•' of questions was about 100. COnversations on the sane subject were 

~I<! during the last year with an additional 100 catpany officials. 

Sare oarpanies had given a great deal of thought to the subject of 

iqing oonditions in carpany-govemment relations in producing and 

"'lllling areas; others apparently have preferred to react to events, 

lD try to anticipate them. With a few exceptions, however, it is 

possible to speak of an unflawed, 11Dnolithic "carpany position."· 

1 lngs and attitudes inside llDSt cx:rcpanies, as in the Departrrent of 

·~ -- not to rrention the Federal Govemment -- vary oonsiderably. 

aeveral cases there were startling differences of opinion a=ng senior 

1cials of the sane ccrtpany. Iess surprising, the views expressed by 

nenior officers in the oarpany were substantially different fran those 

·11•ssed by l!Dre junior officers of the sarre carpany. And finally there 

fairly well known differences in approach and attitu:ies arrong the top 

11tives of the industry as a whole; scrre traditionally have taken a 

,,. rigid line, others a l!Dre ccrtpranising one. In this report, the 

Ifie views of no oarpany and no individual will be identified. 
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We have also sent the list of questions and asked the views of our 

posts in CPD: capitals and in the miln ronsuning centers. 'll1eir respon 

have also been inco:cporated in this paper. Che post suggested that can 

pani.es have not been strictly honest in that they ~ know' there will 

dlanqes in the inteniational oil scene and, therefore, must have made 

elaborate plans to meet these changes. '1his post believed that the 

oaipanies deliberately had overstated their intransigence in order to 

try to gain full U.S. Govenmmt backing in future ex>nf:rontations with 

the producers. In a sense it 'WOUld be a:rnforting to believe that the 

industry was foresighted and imaginative and had carefully orchestrated 

its pl.ans for facin:3' the serious problems of the 1970's. '!his, of ex>IJJ11 
I 

'WOUld i.npute to the oil indust:; 'i prescience, a high degree of coordi ~ 
I 

nation and a willingness to try to anticipate events. Such rraturity 4 
wisdan have notalways characterized even the Departlrent of State. In 1 
case, we have no evidence of such deli.berate rraneuverings by the indus~ 

and have assl.Jl'ed ccmplete frankness and honesty on the part of those '1 
~ we have spoken. j 
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Goals of the Ccmpanies and the Gove-=.nent 

At the start of the stlrly, there were those in the industry 'Wi'lo said 

•hat the interests and the objectives of the U. S. Goverrurent and those of 

•he oil carq:ianies were not identical; indeed they might even be said to be 

t.roadly divergent. If this were true, CXJ<Jperation of the industry and 

lhe goverrnent would therefore be difficult -- perhaps :impossible. The 

•arpanies, they said, were interested primarily in their continued exis

tence as oil producers abroad; the governrrent was interested only in 

~ceping oil flowing and it was a matter of little =ncern who owned the 

"Ll. They qooted statements rrade by governrrent officials to the effect 

1 hat it was irrelevent whether 'J. S. caripanies or the Russians cont=lled 

..,_rab oil. Tbe Arabs had no market but the w=st; they could not drink oil; 

•he oil would continue flowing and there could, therefore, be no threat 

"' real U.S. interests or security. 

The first objective of the ccnsultations with the industry was to 

iry to define our goals. \'IE! hope that, in the course of the study, the 

,,mcerns of the industry have been answered, and industry ro.; sees that 

1\s interests are fully oonsistent with those of the U. S. Government. 

1 f the fate of the oil industry were a matter of indifference to the 

, >vernrrent, there would be no need for such a stu:iy, or for any proposals 

,I action by the corrpanies or the government. Ne would, with equanimity, 

;,.t the carpanies l!DVe toward their inevitable confrontations with OPOC 
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and the OEX:D; we w:m1d be rothing nore than mildly interested observers. 

Such, of course, is rot the case. llle cxmtrol of the world's main sourc 

of petrolel.lll is a matter of great ooncem to the United States. nie u.s 

Governnent <X>es indeed wish to see the uninterrupted flow of oil, but 

so oo the cx:ripanies. 

'll1e prospect of forces hostile to the United States cxmtrolling the 

oil of oPEX:, or even of the Middle East, may rot be disturbing to sare. 

But ro one in the DepartJ!wlt of State oould look on such a developrent 

with anything but alann. l<E know the great currency reserves of many 

of the oPEX: C'Olllltries, which would enable them to survive long productia 

cut-offs; we know hC7N small are their populations and hC7N far many are 

fran the rrcney econany; we kno.v .. ~~Pi.r tendency to react out of enotion 

rather than self-interest (as defined by·Anglo-Samns). We remerrt>er 

what action was taken in Iran in 1950, and in the Middle East in 1956 

and 1967. And we know how S!!B.ll Europe's and Japan's oil reserves are; 

h:1N quickly their eoonanies could be brought to a halt if oil supplies 

were cut off, and how po.Yerless we in the United States would be to !l'ake 

good these losses. j 
One of the traditional and nost .i.nportant functions of the Foreign 

Service has been to protect 1\nerican investment. 'lhis has rot changed. 

'llle oontribution of the intemational oil industry to our balance of 

paynents is about as great as that of all other investments abroad =-
bined and, hence, is arx:ither reason for our cxmcem that our oil 

SEX:RCT 
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rwaain healthy and productive. The United States Goverrnent is as 

Interested in the continuing diso?very and production of ns,r oil as are 

the canpanies themselves; and we are highly skeptical of the cha.'1ces of 

oil being found or developed if the international industry is renoved 

Cran the production of oil or even if its role~ severely curtailed. 

In short, the industzy and the government both wish to see a oon-

tinuing major role for the U.S. industzy in foreign oil production, as 

well as in transport, refining and rrerketing. The governwent and the 

lndustzy are equally concerned about the need to have a stable atrrosphere 

l.n wch the canpanies can find and develop new oil reserves, and both 

believe that a oonsiderable effort will have to be made by both govern

irent and industzy to achieve t~-: qoals of stability and growth in world 

nil supplies. 

'lhis having been said there is a wide divergence of opinion on how 

best the goals could be achieved. The 200 oil caipany officials and 

others with whan we spoke could be broadly divided into five groups: 

1. 'lhose ~ say that the present concessionary system is 
good -- that any change will be for the 1-iorse, and that 
the only thing the companies should do is resist change 
with all the forces at their a:mrand. 'Ihe only function 
of governments -- the consuning goverrnrents of Europe and 
Japan as well as the United States -- would be to back 
the canpanies in their o?nfrontation with the producing 
governments of OPEC. 

2. 'lhose who say that change is probably ir.evitable, but 
nrust be resisted at every step. Anything which is given 
too soon rreans profits which are foregone. This group 
believes that they can rrost successfully prolong their 



ooncessions in oil production by yielding only when 
absolutely forced to do so. 

3. Those who believe change is inevitable, and who are 
willing to go gracefully into a new era - but may not 
themselves volunteer any rrodifications in agreerrents. 

4. 'lb:>se who are convinced that since changes will be forced 
on the industry, it would be preferable to anticipate 
their demands and to make new offers of new relationships 
to at least sane of the OPB: countries. 'lllis would create 
a friendlier at:m:>sphere for talk and might enable them 
to reach better arrangerrents than if forced to yield in 
a h:lstile confrontation. 

5. Those who believe that conplete nationalization is 
inevitable and will probably be soon. The c:orpanies 
should therefore start planniJ:lg nCM their new role as 
purchasers of crme fran national oil ocnpanies. 

All five positions can be defended. Wi.y yield sarething which is 

oot :imnediately required? AnC: yet 11 .... st recognized that intransigence 

could provoke hostile action - even ccrrplete nationalization -- which 

could rot be resisted. If the future could be seen perfectly, all five 

gxoups would !l'eld into one: just before change would be ilrp:>sed, the 

o:npanies would yield just enough to keep the producing governnents 

satisfied. Unfortunately, none in goverrnrent or industry is clairvoyant1 

and the cost of yielding too soon must be set against the danger of I·· 

holding out tc? long. l'eighing these alternatives and making reccmnenda, 

tians for action is the second objective of this paper. 'll1e recx:mnenda-

tians will be based on facts as far as "'1e can know' then, but the inter

pretation of these facts will inevitably be s\lbjective. 
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1 , llcserves, Production and Demand 

A. Pr:iroacy Reserves 

Between two-thirds and three-fourths of the non-ccmnunist v,,:)rld's 

Jcna..m reserves of oil are in the At"ab cotmtries of North Africa and the 

Middle Fast. The figures in the table below are generally accepted by 

the industry as reasonably ac=ate. 

Resei:ves in billions of barrels: 

u. s. 40 
canaaa 10 
Venezuela 15 
Other L3.tin Arrerica 15 

'lbtal l'estem P.emisphere 

Arab World " 350 
Iran 55 
Indonesia 10 
Non-Arab Afi:ica 10 
Other 5 

'lbtal Ea.stem Hemisphere 

'lbtal Non-carmunist lt>rld 

.. 
80 

430 

510 

More than half of the Arab total is in the Arabian Peninsula (saudi Arabia, 
Kuwait, the Trucial States and Qnan). Sare geologists Il'aintain that the 
·~('.olyer and McNaughton est:inate for Saudi Arabia of 130 billion barrels 
IH underestimated; that the known resei:ves are considerably higher and 
that the probable recoverable resei:ves of that country are at least twice 
.,na possibly thrice this figure. The estimate used for Iraq of less than 
10 billion barrels is also low; and the probable recoverable reserves are 
"t least 100 billion barrels. There is a fairly widespread belief in the 
industry that by 1985 the production of all countries of OPEC except 
·~1udi Arabia and Iraq will have "peaked-out" and will have started to 
decline, unless they have converted to secondary recovery m:thods. 
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'Ilie table above is a natter of considerable concern to the consuren 

of oil and to the oil cnrpanies which are devotinq alm:>st all of their 

exploration expenditures to areas outside the Middle Fast and N:)rth Afric 

They are looking for oil in Soutteast Asia, in the Canadian and Alaskan 

Arctic, in the N:)rth Sea, in South 1\merica, indeed, wherever there are 

attractive sedilrentary basins. But the fact renains that the great bulk 

of the world's conventional oil is in an area which is highly insecure 

and in nany cases, is actually hostile to the United States. 

B. Supply and Denend 

The United States currently produces around 12 million barrels a da 

of the 15.5 million b/d of oil it consures. By 1980, if there is no 

strong governirent action to reverse these trends, the Cnited States will· 

be consuning around 24 million barrels a day of oil,* but will be pro

ducing very little if anything rrore than at present. This includes the 

assmption that 3 million barrels a day will be produced in Alaska. Of 

the renaining 12 million barrels a day, very little rrore than one millio 

could be inported fran canada, 1.D1less the United states and canada are 

able to reach an energy agreement, which would en=urage canadian oil 

Estinates vary fran 22 million barrels/day (Departzrent of the Interior) 
to 26 million barrels/day (Chase Manhattan) and depend on a large n 
of assumptions -- rrost inportant of which is the state of the econany 
during this decade. 
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production, and perhaps 2 million fran other ~tem Hemisphere sources. 

'lhi~ leaves a total of 9 million to be :inported fran the Fastem Helli.s

phere, largely fran the MWile Fast and North Africa. 

'll'le probable world product.ion and COl'lSUllfl1:ion figures in 1980, as 

ocnpared with 1971, are slrlwn in the follo.ving table. 'Ibey are based 

oo the ass\Jli)tion that there will be an essentially laissez faire policy 

by rrost producer and consuier CX>l.U'ltries, no major disruption in the 

producing areas, and no major econanic recession. 

Sa::RE:l' 



Figures in Millions/Barrels/Day 
{ltm-c.cmnunist Countries Qtl.y) 

Consunption 

:~ 

l 

Product.ion 
!!7!. 1980 2) 1971 1980 

l' .• s. 15.6 24 

Westem Europe 13.4 27 

Japan 4.8 13 

others 10.2 16 

Total 44.0 1) 80 

-:-u. s. 

'lbtal Arab 

(Arab-North Africa) 
(Arab-Middle East) 

Iran 

Venezuela 

Others 

Total 

12.0 

15.4 

4.3 

(4.8) 
(10.6) 

3.8 

7.5 3) 

43.0 

13 

35 

12 

4 

16 

80 

1) 'lhe difference be~ total conswption and production figures is 
covered by 1 million b/d inports fran camruni.st countries. 

2) Assures S0Viet Union production/C011S1.11PtiOn in balance; i.e., 
essentially none will be exported and none inported, or inports 
will balance against exports. British and NA'IO sttrlies indicate 
that the soviet Union will continue to export around 800,000 barrel 
a day to the non-camruni.st '-"Jrld in 1980, as it does today. A CIA 
study has projected net soviet~ of roughly the same anount. 
These figures are ccrnpatible and well within the range of error in 
predictions for 1980. In any case, it seems unlikely that either 
soviet need for oil or soviet ccrnpetition with the oPEX:: producers 
of oil will soon be inportant considerations. The camruni.st countr 
of Eastern Eirrope, ha.vever, may, by 1980, inport as much oil fran 
the OPEX:: countries as they cb fran the soviet Union. But given the 
very small base at \\hi.ch they begin, they are not likely by that 
tirre to be major factors in the '-"Jrld oil scene. 

3) Includes 1.6 million b/d in Canada, 1.9 in other Latin J\i!erica, 
1.9 in \'Estern Africa, and 1.5 in s. E. Asia. 

4) Includes 3 million b/d in Canada, 2.5 in other Latin J\i!erica, 
4.5 in West Africa, and 3 in s. E. Asia. 
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Petroleum seems to be remarkably price-inelastic. This, however, 

11 been tr.ie only of fairly srrall changes in petroleum prices. When 

110line prices in t.'1e United States have gone up by 2 cents a gallon, 

·iere has been no noticeable decrease in gasoline consumption. Essentially 

,,., sarre is true in Europe. If, however, we were to see very substantial 

1.,nges in prices for example, if there were to be an increase in gaso-

•nc ta.'<: in the United States of 20 or 30 cents a gallon, there v.ould 

·1rnly be some drop in consumption, and there would certainly be some 

•ltcl1 to smaller or rrore efficient engines. If ex-tax prices in Europe 

· .1 Japan increase to saTEthing close to the American domestic price1 

.it is, if the delivered price of crude oil in Europe and Japan were to 

.,,crease frcm the current $2.SC' tn (say) $3.50 a barrel, then consumption 

r oil wou_'.d probably be decreased there, too. The question is how much 

".uld it be decreased? * An OECD study of the elasticity of delrand for 

11, with substantial increases in prices, might be a v.orthy project. 

'·. Conventional Oil from Non-Arab S:Jurces 

The picture could be quite different as far as the United States is 

• "1Ccrned if action were taken rt::M to ensure for ourselV"'--5 new sources of 

'"'J'CJY and rrore efficient use of available oil. For example, the United 

'•·n in Europe there is very little empirical data on this subject. 
1tish gasoline taxes were raised by an equivalent of 10 U.S. cents/ 

, ,';. gallon shortly after the Middle East llir of 1'?67. Consunption 
'•,,pped scrnewhat but rose quite rapidly and within six rronths was alnost 
·-•ctly at the point which had been projected before the taxes had been 

'''ised. 
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States could import much nore from Latin Arrerica if t..'"1.e political and 

econanic climate in those countries, notably in Ver..ezuela, v;ere such 

the investnents could be made to find and develop new reserves. Simil 

an energy agreerrent with Canada could result in substantially greater 

production and exports to the United States. 

The discoveries of hydrocarlxmsin the North Sea have been extreI' 'l 

inportant and production from that source may have been underestiroat< 

It might reach 2 million barrels a day in 1980, (one source estirnats" i1 

could be as high as 3 million) but as total W:stern European consUTIPtior 

will be around 26 million barrels a day at that tirne, North Sea produc~ 
"°'11.d still be sna.11 caipared with imports. '!here has been a great de 

of exploration for oil in Indonesia, but the first high hopes there ha· 

not materialized. '!his does not augur well for the prospects of the 

rest of the Fast Asian offshore areas. 

All ccrnpanies agreed that there is alnost certainly a large quanti 

of oil on the Outer Continental Shelf of the United States. It will, 

by definition, be impossible to develop it until leases are given beyo 

the 200-rreter isobath.The present U.S. Government policy of giving r..o 1, 

beyond that depth may inhibit the develoµrent of the technology which ' 

be required to recover this oil. However, in order for the granting o 

leases beyond the 200-rreter depth to be consistent with the President's 

Oceans Policy Staterrent of May 23, 1970, such leases must be granted s 

to the international·regirne to be established by the United Nations Law 

the sea Conference which is presently scheduled for 1973Nonetheless se 

carpanies are rt::M =rking on neans to finish oil drilling on,the ocean f 

Whenever this research is successfully ccrnpleted, the depth restriction 

rDN set by the limits on the length of the legs of drilling platforms, 
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c ll be rerroved and it may be possible to go to 2,000 rreters or even 

.. •per, in other words, onto the Continental Rise. In any case, a policy 

' leasing in the deep sea would encourage develOf!!!el'lt of this technology. 

All this is relatively canforting for the United States -- bl.'t it 

, , 11 do relatively little for Europe ·or Japan, and their dependence on 

"' Arabs and Iran has every likelihood of remaining alm:>st as ccrrplete 

., it is today. 'IWO-thirds of their present consU!ll?tion and one-third 

the non-ccmnunist world production now cares fran these countries; 

"I 1980, three-quarters of Europe's and Japan's supplies and alrrost 

• 'I percent of the non-conmunist world's supplies will care fran them. 

:'le absolute increases are evf'.n nore striking as cons\Jlq::>tion will alm:>st 

~ >uble during that period. 

It should be pointed out that, up to this point, we have referred 

<1ly to production from what shall be called here, "prinru:y reserves." 

:hat is, oil that flONs out of the ground under its own pressure, and 

•hose cost of production is extrGTely low. A good deal nore oil, perllaps 

•wo or three tirres as much, could be recovered by nore expensive secondary 

""d tertiary recovery rreans in the Middle East. 

o. Non-conventional Oil 

There are other major sources of hydrocarbons outside the Middle 

t:ast. For the purposes of this report, they shall be called "secondary 

reserves" (this should not be confused with "secondary recovery"). 
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'.lhese are the heavy oils of Venezuela and the tar sands of Canada and 

the United States; and the reserves are enorrrous. Venezuela certainly 

has a trillion barrels in its heavy oil belt, and possibly as much as 

3 trillion. 'lliere may be a trillion barrels or rrore of oil in the tar 

sands of Canada. Although only a small proportion of this can be prod 

with present technology, 10 percent recovecy (a corcpletely reasonable 

figure) of a trillion barrels is a h1.ll1dred billion barrels, or two and 

a half tirres present U.S. reserves. The cost of recove..ry of this oil 

is considerably higher than fran "pri..'llllY oil reserve:s." 'llie Venezuel 

heavy oils, for exarcple, could not be recovered eoonanically with today' 

taxes in Venezuela and sold on the ~rld rrarket. ?-:either could the oil 

fran the Athabasca tar sands .:...1 Canada. 'llie Venezuelan oil, ho.vever, 

could be produced eoonanicalJ_y if it had free enti::y into the United Sta 

at the United States protected prices. '!his ~uld be feasible if an 

agreerrcnt with Venezuela oould be concluded which \,Duld protect our 

investirents, and which would enable our ccxrpanies to develop the heavy 

oils. Should this be done, :inports fran Venezuela in 1980 could be at 

least twice the figure qooted alx>ve. It will probably take a slight 

rise in U.S. prices, along with free enti::y into the U.S., to make the 

Athabasca oil profitable. 

Finally, there are the "tertiary reserves" represented by shale aJ1( 

by coal. It is here where the United States is rrost blessed. 'lhe nose: 

of shale in the United States are probably the greatest in the wrld; 
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1 lirates of quantities var1 1 but rrost agree there are the equivalent 

well over a trillion barrels of oil in place. Our coal reserves are 

'1'0st as big as those of the rest of the world canbined. Oil produced 

m shale or frcm coal is even rrore expensive than that of the "secondary 

nerves", but there is a wide variance of opinion on what the costs 

1ld be. Sare believe oil fran shale or coal could be produced profit-

1y at prices only slig~tly above today's crude oil prices, say $4.00/ 

•rel. others believe the figure would be much closer to $5.50/barrel. 

· aspect of shale oil whidl does not always figure into cost estimates 

the fact that production of small quantities of oil frcm shale, with 

1 • tle or no overburden and with adequate water available, nay actually 

less costly than v..::iuld be p:..vd11ction of large quantities of oil from 

•le. A large-scale operation would require deep mining or the rerroval 

"norrrous quantities of overburden, and enorrrous quantities of water, 

There is also a considerable difference of opinion on 'Whether oil 

11 be produced in large quantities first frcm shale or from coal. 

1 •nion seems to be divided alrrost evenly on lines of interest; those 

· • have large shale holdings believe shale will care first; those with 

111ificant positions in coal reserves insist that the problems of coal 

, version are much slirpler and the ul tirnate costs will be lo.ver than 

oil fran shale. 

In any case, there can be very little doubt that the hydrocarl:x:m 

.. -ls of the United States will ultimately be at least partially covered 
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by oil produced fran these two sources, or that these are the 1113.jor 

teServeS of the world. They are also the rrost costly of the reserves 

we are presently considering. 

E. W'.>rld Price of Oil Set by Cost of Production of SVnthetic Oil 

II.lien oil is produced in large quantities frcm synthetic sources a1 

prices there can be little darestic argurent for keeping conventional 

oil prices low. Even if this were Cbne, and it could be if oil prices 

were controlled as are gas prices by the FPC today, there is no r<>...ason 

to balieve that the prices OPEC countries would o:muand could be as 

easily controlled. We could put high irrport duties on irrported oil, 

but it is irrpossible to believe that the rrajor producers of oil, ass 

oil is in short supply, would tie easily reconciled to letting the U.S. 

Government cream off the difference between the "real" value of the oi 

as expressed by the cost of shale or coal conversion, and the cost of 

inported oil. OPEX:: has noted repeatedly the incare European governrn 

get fran excise taxes on petroleun products. They say that the 

governments take far nure revenue fran the "OPEX:: barrel" of oil 

the producing governments, even after the recent negotiated price in 

The consuning govemrrents' argurrent that they are free to set taxes a, 

any levels they wish, and that darestic taxes are i=elevant to price 

charged by producers, is not entirely convincing to the producing 

nents. The producers' posi lion is that the true value of the oil and 
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• • products is e>q;>ressed by the retail value of the product in the 

•rkets, including taxes and duties. 'Ille censurer, by definition, is 

!ling to pay these prices and tlierefore he has already set the value 

·r the oil. 'Ille only other pertinent factor is the cost of alternative 

· •irces of energy. 

\'hi.le the cost of shale and eoa1 conversion may be a major factor 

influencing producing governments to raise oil prices, it very likely 

.11 also place an upper limit on the price of conventional oil. With 

••t quantities of shale and coal available, it can be presured that, 

" the long run, censurers would switch to oil fran these sources if 

•'1ventional oil prices were to rise above the cost of synthetic oil 

ruduction. 'lbis is not to ir-.:lv that the entire world could or should 

" supplied by the ooal and shale and tar sands of the North llrrerican 

·ontinent -- at least not in the next few decades -- but a reasonable 

-•ae can be made for producing the marginal barrel of oil from these 

• ..irces by 1980 or 1990 if world prices rise above the cost of producing 

•ynthetic oil. 

'!he source or type of oil is today largely a question of economics. 

l!IC:hnology has already advanced to the point where oil can be produced 

•ran the Athabasca tar sands (~deed it is already l::eing produced in 

... 11 quantities), from the heavy oils of Venezuela or from the coal or 

•hale in the United States; it is primarily the cost of this oil v.hich 

•rlhibits its production. If the decision were to be taken to produce 



oil fran these non-conventional sources, then dependence of North Am2ri 1 

on Eastezn Hemisphere oil could be reduced. Theoretically, oil coulc 

be exported today. The Japanese reportedly have been looking into the 

prospects of producing oil fran the Athabasca tar sands, but this is 

of questionable econanics and we are not certain if the Japanese are 

serious. 



'Ihe Conventional Concessions 

'lhe present roncessionary system has \\'Orked very well. It is a 

•od and predictable system. It has permitted the efficient develop-

, •t of oil fields in large blocks. It has given a great deal of opera

inal flexibility, and has assured the ronsurers of long-run stability 

their supplies. It has enabled the producing governrrents to open up 

·"IC areas to developrrent and has been responsible for their eronomic 

... loprrent, which in many cases has been dranatic. '!he system has 

.Yided a floor for the revenues of producing governrrents and has made 

unnecessary for them to bea:rre involved in the marketing of petroleum. 

'!he caupanies provide the i1Pcessary capital and the technology to 

doce the oil. 'fue producing governrrents have nothing to supply 

...pt the land and the resources. '!his is looked on by sorre in the 

•1:w1ies as a gift they have bestowed on the producing areas. 'fue 

•itu:le, ccmron 60 or even 20 years ago, was that the oil caupanies 

ID the resource; without their efforts, science and capital, the oil 

·1ld stay in the ground. 'fue natives, therefore, should be grateful 

• whatever the cx:mpanies gave them -- and this should not be vecy much. 

"re are sane ~ still cherish this view, but rrost have adopted much 

,., enlightened stances. In fact, the concessions have in no way been 

1ld documents but have been amended frequently over the course of the 

20 

•t 30 years, alncst invariably to the benefit of the producing governrrent. 
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unfortunately, there are still many in the governrrents and univer

sities of the producing countries who have D:Jt seen that the oil c:mpanieii 

have changed. 'ltley seem to believe that the caipanies are interested 

only in as rapid exploitation of the resource as they can manage, with 

.lS little as possible given to the goverment and the people of the 

country. But no matter how farsighted the c:mpany management, the 

inescapable fact is that, excepting the newer joint ventures, the 

cxnpanies exploiting the concessions in OPEX: today are alien to the 

prodocing areas. 'nley got their concessions sate t.iJre ago and they 

set ~ their establishnents, frequently very large ones, which have had 

many of the aspects of an extra-territorial or colonizing settlment. 

Indeed, the Arabic 'NOrd for OCu..:P'lsion (imtiyaaz) is the same as the 

traditional ottanan 'NOrd for "capitulations" and many, particularly 

in the Arab 'NOrld, consider the c:onc:essionary ocrtpanies as very little 

different fran those foreign coomunities established in the ottanan 

atpire a hundred years ago. 

'lhere is no disputing the facts: the foreigners cxne: they produ::e 

oil: they give the goverrmmts rroney -- ··large quantities of it. But ~ 

instead of expressing gratitude to the oil c:mpanies for their generosity 

and their initiative, the new nationalists say with increasing frequency j 
that the concessionary systen is degrading. 'lbat the goverrmmt must f 
have the final say over its CMrl econani:c destiny is the new nationalist 



I 
,.,tchw:>rd, and the nationalists believe that the only way this can be 

·· hieved is by controlling the oil ooopanies 1ohich operate within 

'lBir l:x>UndariP;i. 
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Prcbably without a single exception, the producing governtrents also 

-''M the idea that the profits nade by the exploitation of oil in their 

iuntries are exorbitant; even with the new profit splits of 60-40 in 

•llOr of the producing governments (or 80-20 when based on realized 

• lees) the qovernnents look on ccnpany profits and on the total value 

r the inves~t in their =tries and carpare them with "noll!1al" 

rmercial returns of 10 or 15 percent. 'Bley conclude that the ccnpanies' 

.,fits are entirely out of line with usual business practices. SCm! 

the fault of this, of cour.:~, lies with the ooopanies or with tax 

• lulations in the United States and elsewhere, which nake it to the 

· l\Cltage of the canpanies to ~ibe all or a large part of their profits 

· the production end and to show relatively little profit on the acwn

rean operations. '!he fact that industry returns on total investnent 

•111 production wells to gasoline PIJl1PS is less ·than general returns in 

.. manufacturing industry is not recognized in the producing countries. 

is, in fact, even ignored in many of the consuning areas. 

en the \OhOle, the concession system in the Middle East and elsewhere 

... proven of great benefit to the producing 001.mtries as well as to the 

•.pill.es. 'll1e ccnpany profits have not been large when the cXiwnstream 

·..Cations are also taken into consideration; and, if the producing 
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countries were to look only at t_!-ie econcrric benefits they could receive 

from the industry, it is quite likely that the present concession system 

~.'Oulcl con'.:ii1U2 wit._'1 only rrodest nndifications to the end of the conces

sionary terms in the beginning or the middle of the next century. 

Ho . .;ever, econanic considerations today seem much less important 

than errotion or nationalism and it see.'11S highly li.Y~ely -- in fact it 

seems to us certain -- that the CO'..ll1tries of t.'1e Organization of Petrol0 t 

Exporting Countries (OPEC) in t.'1e next decade will demand, and very lil:cl 

will get, in addition to greater revenue per barrel of their oil, sane 

degree of control (possibly crnplete control), over the oil conpanies 

operating in their boundaries. 

The Tehran agreements siq-::d wjth the oil crnpanies in February 

1971 provided for gradually increasing posted prices, and hence increased 

tax and royalty payrrents, through 1975. The OPEC countries have agreed 

to abide by the terms of these agreements for their full term. The 

current demands they are making for "participation", they say, must be 

considered outside the Tehran agreements and in no way are a contraventi 

of them. 

It is difficult to see how the OPEC governments can make this 

assertion, either fran a strictly legalistic reading of the texts of 

the agreement or from the sense of the agreement, and the crnpanies are 

strongly disposed to resist these demands for participation, especially 

if it is to be without adequate crnpensation as current OPEC studies 

and statements indicate it will be. 
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In the February 1971 Tehran Agreerrent between the oil ocmpanies 

"1 the Persian Gulf States, it was agreed inter alia tl13t: 

1) "the existing arrangerrents between each of the Gulf States 
and each of the companies to which this agreerrent is an 
overall arrendrrent, will CGntinue to be valid in accor
dance with their tenns; " 

2) "tl1E! following provisions constitute a settlerrent of the 
tenns relating to the govemrrent take and other financial 
obligations of the companies operating in the Gulf States, 
as to the subject matt,...rs referred to in OPEC =esolutions 
and as regards oil exported from the Gulf for a period 
f:rom the 15th of February 1971 through 31st Decerrber 1975." 

In short, these agreerrents revalidated the canpanies' basic con-

2.4 

.·r;sion agreenents with the governrrents; they stated that the provisions 

1 the agreerrents settled the governments' tax, royalties, and other 

.riIDcial obligations for the period to the end of 1975. 

It is also difficult to see tv:M the United States Govemrrent can 

•uain uninvolved in this issue. Under Secretary of State Irwin, in 

.1nuary 1971, rret with the rulers of Iran, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, 

'id was assured by all three that any agreeirent they entered into with 

he oil ocmpanies would be honored for the full tenn. If the three nal:.e 

trong demands for participation, it may be necessary to make diplcrnatic 

"'presentation at the highest level. 

\'bile rost ocmpanies are reasonably optimistic about the possibility 

,f maintaining the tax and royalty payirents agreed in the Tehran/Tripoli/ 

r~ighdad J\greeirents, there is general agreenent that after 1976, prices 

will go up, very likely by a substantial anount. 'lhe world will before 

SOCREI' 
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then have entered a i:errra.'1ent sellers narket for oil; and the oost and 

availability of alternative sources of energy will be the main limiting 

factor for oil prices. Oil prices by that tine may have gone up also 

in the United States to perhaps $4.50 a barrel {the present price is 

around $3.50/barrel ; delivered oost of Persian Gulf oil on our Fast 

Coast is about $2.50/barrel at the current low tanker rate). Although 

world prices in '76 may not have reached U.S. datestic prices, the 

difference will probably be considerably smaller than it is today. 

Subtracting fran a $4.50 price in Texas, the 25 cent transport fran th.e 

fields to the Gulf of Mexico and 75 cent transport from the Gulf of MexiC 

the Persian Gulf would indicate a i:cssible selling price in the Persian 

Gulf of $3.50. \mile prices r:;;.y not be quite that high, it is a defen- ~ 

sible calculation. In other words, the north ooast of the Gulf of 

Mexico may again set world prices for oil as it did until 1950. 

As stated in the previous section, the upper limit oo prices in 

the ~ited States itself will probably be set ultimately by the cost of 

oonversion of ooal or sr.ale oil. '1bere is oonsiderable difference of 

opinion on 't.bat this price will be: $4.00jbarrel {in today's dollars) 

as sare caipanies maintain, or $5.50 as others do. 'iilatever it is, 

it will also set the upper limit for the price of conventional oil in 

the United States. At $5.50 a barrel, m::>re conventional oil would, 

of course, be produeed; but here too there are considerable differences 

of opinion on hCM mix:h m::>re oil would cane out. Sare caipanies maintain 
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that the $5.50 oil \«luld bring forth vast new quantities of danestic 

OU through discoveries made by drilling in narginal areas, by deeper 

drilling, and by tertiacy recovery ne.ans. In fact, sate naintain that 

th.ls price could d:luble or even treble our recoverable reserves. Others 

maintain quite the opposite, t.'fiat $5.50 oil \\10\lld bring forth very little 

fldditional oil production in the United States. In any case, if the 

o:>et of shale oil is to be $5.50, we assme that conventional oil prices 

will be the same and that ultiJTately ...orld oil prices will probably 

wroac:h the same level. In this case, we could expect $4.50 oil in 

t}ie Persian Gulf. 

'nle situation beyond January 1976, when the agreemants expire, 

will be quite different fl'ml t'·~t of today. It is li.Jr.ely that the only 

w.y it will be possible to avert participation naN will be to assure 

the OPEC ex>untries, and particularly Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and Iran, 

that \o.'hile we (the ccrrpanies and the goveiment) expect the current 

eqreaients to be honored for their full tex:m, sate new relationship to 

90 into effect after their conclusion can be considered. '!his approach 

will have a chance of su::oess only if the ccrrpanies are willing to start 

discussions 'tOI - or at least quite soon -- on 'What these new relation

llhips will be. Participation, of course, is not the only type of 

relationship Wich should be oonsidered. '!here could, for exanple, be 

relinquisturent of parts of the concession areas, and service contracts 
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or joint ventures on the.rn. Possibly if this were done, the existing 

concessions could continue on their reduced areas. In any case, the wml 

"concession" rm1St be eliminated; it has too many i.mfortunate connotati< . 

"Contracts" a.re acceptable and :inply agreerrent between two equals; there 

is an Islamic tradition to honor them and a govemment which would be 

terrpted to rescind a concession might hesitate before breaking a contracj. 

In short, it seems likely to us that the best way of preserving a ~ 

healthy international oil industry would be, in the short run, to folla,,r 

the lead of those in groups 1 and 2 described in Section II above: 

that is, to insist vigorously on the maintenance of the Tehran agreerren\:1 

through 1976. Then, for the long run, to follow those in groups 3 and 4; 

that is, to offer to discuss r:::·,1 with the OP:OC coimtries a new relation-

ship starting in January 1976. The reasons for this essentially pessi-

mistic conclusion will be outlined in Sections VII, VIII and XlX below. 

Group S, the rrost pessimistic of the lot, may of course be correct; ~ 
nationalization may be inevitable. VE would not wish, however, to 

indicate openly at any tine that nationalization of oil and converting 

cc:npanies into purchasing contractors would be in any way acceptable to 

us. It would not be. VE doubt that it would be in the interest of the 

oil producers. VE cannot see how the OP:OC cartel and high oil prices 

could be maintained in such a cirC1.1!1Stance, and while a price war would 

be of imrediate interest to the consurers, the advantages would be 
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.phcneral. We cannot see Low, in such a case, necessary invesblent 

"-JUld be trade in t11e new production and exp:irt facilities whid1 the 

-«>rld will need over the next decade, if the national oil companies are 

•\)erating for themselves and in carpetition with e11ch other. 

' 



v. '!he Issues of Particioation and D:lllar Devaluation 

'1he prine reason for the demand for participation ir. the oil com

panies is nationalism. °ll'.e ~ts wish to be involved, perhaps b 

have the governing voice, in the main industry operating inside their 

boxders. '!he Minister of Finance of Kuwait has said recently that 

"control" is the major issue and this need not necessarily rrea'l much 

higher payrrents by the oil caipanies operating there. Other countries 

which are llDre short of cash than KU('/ai.t, notably Iran mid Iraq, are 

probably as much concerned with the increased paynents as they would b 

with a voice in managC?!leil.t. 

'!he cx:xipanies might not lY' particularly disturbed by the current 

demand for 20 percent participation in the Gulf countries, if they tho 

it could be limited to this arrount. '!hey are very disturJ::<_,d, however, 

by the clear prospect -- stated openly by many OPEC nembers - that e1i1 

is only a beginning and that the governments intend to end by taking 

51 percent or even all of the production facilities. It might appear 

that this need not be particularly J::otherscme to many of the large inb 

grated oil carpanies with shipping, refining and marketing outfits 

dcMnstream. '!hey could enter into purchasing agreements with the gow. 

nents and their profits could indeed be as large as they are at presen' 

or even larger. 'Ihe snaller CC11Panies, however, with few if any markc' 

outlets overseas and with limited access into the United States, w:iuld 

very likely be ruined. 
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Major catq?anies would resist such a transfonnatfon for two reasons. 

n. first is that, for tax purposes, they row s00w alJtost all of their 

1>rofits on the produ::tion end. 'll1ey oount their payrrents to the host 

.pvezmients as"~ tax", and subtract them as tax credit fran incare 

tues they pay in the consuning countries. '!he result is that many of the 

lart:re intearated cara:lanies have lC1.\1_effective incare tax rates in the uniteC 

~ltates and elsewhere. If they 'Were forced to shcM their profits daNn-

1tream, the profits oould be the sane as they are today, but half would 

·JO in inocrre tax. Given the caipanies' need for capital, this would have 

lO be offset by higher produ::t prices, perhaps substantially higher than 

th::>se of today, and there would be severe consuoor resistance. 'll1e 

oec:xmd reason is that the CCllF~.:.."lins doubt {as do we) that the producing 

·~ts, which would have many other claims on their funds, i.uuld 

-eke the necessa:cy investnents in oil to bring forth the new oil prod:ic-· 

tJ.cn required over t.>ie next decade or o.o. 

In the absence of any concrete infoIIllB.tion fran Ol'Ex:: on exactly 

.flat the OPEX: governm:mts want or what they would settle for and when, 

It is difficult to make an accurate judganent on 00'1 much the participa-

1.ial demands would cost the caipanies. It is probably roughly accurate, 

'tJWever, to say that each percentage increase in participation oould mean 

• little less than an additional cent per barrel of oil produ::ed, assuning 

oGlinaJ. ccnpany profits per barrel {based on posted prices) as between 

IO~ and $1.00. For-exanple, if a oountry asked for 20 percent partici

·•tion, in saudi Arabia this oould mean an additional payrrent of 16¢ a 



barrel to the Saudi Govenirrent. Libya's request Ior 51 percent part 1 

cipation could mean an additional 50¢ payirent to Libya. '.Ihi.s, of •Ii 

varies fran countl:y to oountl:y and depends i. a. on rosts of produc : ~· 

It would be much less i£ realized prices rather than posted prices ,, .. , ·1 

used as the basis for calculating a:mpany profits. * 

According to recent inforrration fran OPEJ::, ccrnpensation to th< '1~ 

a::rrpanies is to be made for the J:ook value of the assets -- which in 

many cases is small. ** Payrrents are then to be made out of the prnfl 

of whatever share of the ocrrpany is taken over (to ensure no decrease 

in gove.rnltelt revenue) and are to be o:::rnpleted in a period not to < · ·o 

five years. ~ 
The ocrrpany incare theref:::::e oould remain essentially unaffected 

during the period of "carpensation", or it rould be reduced by whate.,.. 

arrount the government took for its avn use. In any case, whatever ·1 

The British believe that the basis for calculating the additional cos! 
would be the realized prices. In this case, a darand for 20% particJ 
pation in the Persian Gulf v.t:iuld result in a net increase in ex>st to 
the cx:rnpanies of only about 6 cents a barrel. The governments v.t:iuld 
then give the caipanies a "marketing allONance" to sell their share oj 
the oil for them, and this 6 cents would be further reduced. The 
demand for 20% participoi.tion could therefore mean as little as 2 or 3 
cents a barrel. In fact, it could mean no additional ex>sts whatsoevei 
We doubt that the OPEC countries will start negotiations on the basis 
of ·realized prices, although it is possible that the final caiprcrnise 
will be scrnewhat on that order. In this case, there v.t:iuld be very 
little ronsurer resistance (as distinct fran ocrrpany resistance) to ~ 
such an OPEC demand for participoi.tion. 

The OPEC countries will probably use figures released annually by the 
u.s. Departnent of Corrrnerce on the value of U.S. invest:nents abroad 
as the basis for their calculations. 
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.Utional =sts v.culd IX! levied on the corrpanies v.culd have to be 

4ed on to the =nsurers, as it is quite unlikely that any of the 

"*1ies =uld absorb substantial increases any nore than they could 
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-119 the increases of January, 1971. As stated above, the u. s. Govern

••t will also have no choice but to protest OPEC demands for participa

•1 before the end of the Tehran agrecrrents. 

The OPEC demands for readjusting their payrrents as a result of 

"' effective dollar valuation is nore COJtplex. OPEC can argue with 

"" reason that this is a case of force rrajeure v.hich aut.orratically 

'i•11ed the agreerrents. The ccxrq:>anies argue t.~t the Tehran agrecnEnt 

Alation clause for inflation also takes care of deva~uation rratters. 

'lily case, the United St3.ter, """'LJ.d be hard-pressed to request the OPEC 

11tries not to push for increased incane. The current YX:>rld currency 

r1lans were caused by action taken by the United States and it would 

be accepted kindly by the OPEC =untries if we \·Jere to ask them not 

take rreasures to protect themselves. '!his is particularly true as 

reason for the N.E.P. was to increase the =sts of foreign rraterials 

'crms of dollars. If we were to say that we wished this to apply 

: to manufactured goods or only to goods fran certain =untries, 

that we 1-.Duld lD~e to see oil prices rerrain the sarre in terms of 

:4rs, we YX:>uld stand srrall chance of success in the OPEC =untries. 

1112 have infonred our oil a::mpanies that we v.ould not be able to 

them active diplc:rnatic support on this issue. They have said that 
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- did not wiSh it. but ...,. ""'"" fur pen.issi= "' - -- 4 
themselves in facing the OPEX: demands. Department of Justice Business ~ 
Review letters have been issued to the ocmpanies to enable them to do so, 

We raised the matter with Europeans a."ld suggested that if they are dis- 1 

turlled by the OPOC action on this issue, they <X>Uld well nake their own 

protest to the OPEX: goverments. Few, if any, seen willing to do so • 

• 



~ InCCll9 for OPOC Govel:nltents and Balance of Payneits 
i ations 

'Dle attached table gives conservative estimates of oil revenues 
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.. ~in the Middle Fast and lt>rth Africa in 1975. 'Die aggre

rate of growth in production estimated is mder 10 percent, well 

Should Middle Fast and lt>rth African CPOC goveJ:rrrents succeed in 

"n:ing up the world price to the U.6. price by 1975, their estimated 

ues would nearly double, f:r:an about $14.6 billion to $27 billion. 

higher estimate was derived by taking the current U.S. wellhead 

"tua of about $3.30 to $3.60 fll:'X' .bctrrel, adding a factor for inflation 

transportation to a u.s. ooastal refining and exp'.lrt area and 

ting this 1975 price at $4.50 per barrel. Go\>el:rmmt revenues in 

Persian Gulf were estimated by deducting fran $4. 50 transport costs 

··• the U.S. to the Persian Gulf, costs of production in the Persian 

f, plus sane profit or fee to producing ccrrpanies and ending up with 

'Dle san-e calculation was made for 

-·rn"""'t revenues in lt>rth Africa; because transportation costs to the 

1, are less fran lt>rth Africa than f:r:an the Gulf, govemnent revenue 

*>rth Africa based on U.S. prices oc:rres to about $3.35 per barrel. 

'lbese figures must be regarded as only order of nagnitude estimates • 

.. ...,orll:ation costs were ass\m!d to be constant (which of course theY 
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are not) and high (\..'Orldscale 100). Lower transp:irtation oosts \o.'Ould 

increase sorrewhat the estimate of government revenues. 

Figures for Nigeria, Venezuela, Indonesia and other producers are 

oot included in the table. Although it has been difficult to get ace ·· 

estimates for production there, it might be reasonable to assume that 

production and incare figures for this group \o.'Ould be about one-third 

of the totals shown in the table. Production, therefore, of the OPEC 

group \o.'Ould be about 34 million barrels per day, and incare about ~ 
$20 billion if the Tehran agreerrents are honored; $35 billion if \o.'Orld 

prices rise to the U.S. levels by 1975. 
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incx:llre --=-1980 \\'OUld be substantially higher. ~ 
With 1r.0rld prices probably rising to U.S. darestic prices and those in 

tlllTI set by the cost of shale or coal conversion, the net payments to 

governrrents could be as much as $3.00 per barrel and producing govern

nents' inCXl'OO could be as high as $80 billion per year. 'lhi.s \\'OUld be 

about ten tines their 1970 inc:ane and over four tines what 1r.0uld be 

expected in 1975 if the Tehran agreenents are fully honored. 

These projections have been discussed with the director of the 

new energy division of the lMF, 'Who generally agrees with our assU1Ptions 

on lx>th future prices and VOll.!!les of oil in world trade. The Fund will 

soon start a study on the proportion of the OFEX: inc:ane 'Which could be 

expected to be retlllTled to trane, the anoi.mts 'Which will be acCl.l!llllated 

as reserves and what this will rrean to international capital stability. 

B. Balance of Payments Considerations 

If the United States inports 12 million barrels a day of oil in 1980, 

and even if =rld prices were to remain the sane as they are today, and 

if carpany remittances were not affected, the net cost to the U. S. 

balance of payments would be about $1.50 a barrel, or $6.5 billion a year. 

If, as seems much !!Ore likely, 1r.0rld prices rise to U.S. prices, and 

particularly those set by shale prices (as assured above), the net pay- , 

nents to governITents per barrel could be over $3.00 and the net import 

cost to the United States could be $3.50 per barrel. 'l11e balance of 

payments drain on the United States =uld then be $25 billion a year. 



sa::RE"r 38 I If the oil oorcpani.es oontinue their present existence, that is, if 

the oil oanpanies oould oontinue in sare profitable fonn of operation, 

their profits will be included in the currency drain and the oost per 

barrel to the European and Japanese oonsurers 'l«l\ll.d therefore be sanewhat 

111.gher than for the United States. In the case of dramatically higher 

world oil prices, the net oost to rrost of Europe (except the UK and the 

llltherlands) oould be close to $4.00 a barrel. If Europe is oonsuning 

16 million barrels per day in 1980, the total oost to Europe v.uuld be 

~the order of $38 billion a year. If Japan's consmption is 12 million 

barrels a day, as seems likely (perhaps conservative), the cost to Japan 

aould be $17 billion a year. 

The great lll3l1ufacturing countries could win a large portion of this 

hack fran the producing govemrrents in increased trade, although it seems 

111likely that each oountry's expenditures v.uuld be balanced.equally with 

.&iitional sales. And any such increases would be disastrous for lmder

·ieveloped nations. 

., 



VII, The Strengths of the Producing Governments in Dealing; 
with t e Companies 

In 1951 at the time of the nationalization of the 

Anglo-Iranian Company in Iran, world oil consumption was 

only a quarter of that of today. Iranian production 

stopped, but in a very short time, was made up from the 

Arab countries across the Gulf, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, and 

particularly, Kuwait. For the next 15 years, there was 

considerable surplus production capacity in the world, 

The United States was largely self-sufficient and had 

perhaps 2 million barrels a day of shut-in capacity, 

' There was also substantial shut-in capacity in mos~ of th• 

major producing countries.of the world. This surplus J 

gave the oil companies a great deal of security and a gre'I 

deal of flexibility. With the violent overthrow of the ·~ 

monarchy in Iraq in 1958 and the subsequent moves against 

the oil companies, the companies' expansion plans for Ira~ 

were largely abandoned, but production itself was not 

back by the Iraqi Government. The radical regime of 

Abdal-Karim Qasim and the subsequent Arab Nationalist 

Baathi regimes have all threatened to nationalize the 

:J 
Ir~ 

I 
Petroleum Company (IPC). They have not done so because 

they knew, or at least they feared, that the oil compani 
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.. ,11ld be able to make up Iraqi production easily outside 

t Iraq and, failing the cooperation of the other 

toducers -- something they were never able to achieve 

raq would be left holding its own oil but with no place 

o market it, and therefore no income. The Iraqi Govern-

.,.nt was perennially short of cash and could not easily 

·•rego even one quarter's income from the oil production. 

At the time of the Mid-East War in 1967 and the 

losing of the Suez Canal, there was still a considerable 

"'OUnt of shut-in production capacity in the Persian Gulf. 

••1t with the much longer tanker hauls there was no way 

~ls oil could be brought to market. Libya then ~~rformed 

~•function of Kuwait in 19511 its production grew at 

·~ extremely rapid rate and world dependence on Libyan oil 

-«1aine acute. Shortly after the Libyan Monarchy was 

verthrown in September 1969, the new radical Libyan 

~vernment realized that it was in its power to force 

•.W terms on the oil companies and it threatened to stop 

·ll production unless its demands were met. These threats 

.,.re far more credible than would have been those of any 

•ther country. The population of Libya was small and the 

.. lbyan Government had over $2 billion in foreign exchange 

10 tide it over a protracted shutdown of production. It 
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was not at all certain, moreover, lhat Europe could 

tolerate the loss of Libyan oil. The Trans-Arabian 

PipelinP had been cut, and there was some evidence that 

the Iraqis would take advantage of any Libyan move 

against the companies to nationalize the IPC. This was 

a new situation for the consumers of oil and the companies. 

Never before had one country been willing or able to take 

on itself the burden of supply cutbacks in order to win 

economic gains from the companies operating there. Libya 

did so and the other countries of OPEC were quick to follow 

its lead and demand similar although usually not equal gains 

from the oil companies. 

The situation has eased in recent months. Tanker 

rates have dropped and as the OPEC settlements in the 

Mediterranean were based on a continued high premium for 

short-haul oil, the Mediterranean, West African and 

Venezuelan oils are now overpriced, and production has 

dropped in all three areas. It has been made up out of 

the Persian Gulf. We can look with considerably more 

equanimity on the prospects of a confrontation with Libya 

than we could a year ago. Its production is now (November 

1971) less than 2.5 million barrels/day while in early 

1970 it had been as high as 3.8 million. If it moves 
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1gainst the companies, and should production in Libya be 

closed down, it should not be impossible to make up the 

antire amount by increasing production through the Iraqi 

pipeline, through Tapline (which is currently operating 

near 50% of capacity), and from Nigeria and Venezuela. '!he 

remainder could be made up from the Persian Gulf. 

This is not entirely comforting. If any "short-haul" 

country were to back Libya e.g., if Iraq were to nationalize 

the IPC and if the Tapline were cut, we would again face 

a crisis - although not as severe as would have been the 

case last year with the same loss of oil. 

One danger is that the apparent ease with which 

l.ibyan production could be made up will create a spirit 

of complacency. It is most advantageous for the consumers 

of oil and for the companies to be in a "buyer's market" 

and we do indeed appear to be in one now. It must be 

recognized, that this will be short-lived and almost certainly 

~ill be the last one we will ever see.* 

'In conversations with the British Government the end of 
~tober and the beginning of November, the British said 
•hey were somewhat more pessimistic than were the Americans 
Ln their characterization of tl1e present oil market. Where 
.,. called it the "last gasp in the buyers market", the 
::ritish said they thought it was merely a "temporary 
,oftening of the permanent sellers market the world entered 
•nto in 1967." 
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By 1975 world consumption will have risen so far 

and world production will be so concentrated in the 

Middle East·and North Africa that two things are likely 

to have happened: 

1) There will be so little surplus production 
capacity and so little storage in the world 
that a supply cutoff from any one of the 
major suppliers: Venezuela, Libya, Iran, 
Kuwait, or Saudi Arabia -- would provoke 
a supply crisis in Europe and Japani that 
is five countries will find themselves in 
the same position as Libya did in 1970, 
although two of these five, Venezuela and 
Iran, will not have the currency reserves 
to withstand easily any loss of income, and 

2) Most of the OPEC countries who have counted 
on continually increasing production -- and 
frequently at high rates of growth -- will 
be able to see, at some not too distant 
time, the leveling out of production and its 
eventual decline. OPEC as a group can there
fore be expected to concentrate even more 
heavily than it has until now on increased 
payments per barreli quite possibly there will 
be the first serious moves in OPEC to restrict 
production in order to conserve the oil for 
the future. The argument that the present 
value of oil produced in the year 1990 is 
nearly zero, is not impressive to many in 
OPEC. Whatever the theoretical merits are 
of such an argument, they are valid only if 
the income from this oil is put into productive 
uses, not if it is spent on luxuries or armaments. 

By 1980 or 1985 at the latest, it seems likely that 

Venezuela, Nigeria, Algeria, Libya and Kuwait and Indonesia 

1till all have "peaked out" or at least their primary 
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duction will have reached maximum sustainable levels. 

1980, unless there are dramatic, new and unexpected 

acoveries elsewhere in the world, only Saudi Arabia 

Iraq, for a certainty, and Iran possibly will still 

able to look forward to considerable increases in 

ir production. 

Production at these peaks could probably continue 

several decades to come and possibly well into the 

t century by converting to secondary and tertiary 

methods. This would be costly, however, and 

to make such a conversion, the governments 

have to take lower revenues per barrel for their 

This, of course, is not to say that the revenue 

be lower than it is today, it would merely be lower 

would be at the time of adopting secondary 

•'Overy methods. At that time, assuming coal, shale 

tar sand conversion would have set the world oil 

Ice, the producing governments could still be receiving 

·omes vastly greater than they are today -- even higher 

·ome per barrel of production. 

With minimal cooperation inside OPEC (and the 

peration in the last year has been considerable) the 

countries should be able to force prices considerably 
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higher in 1976 at the conclusion of the Tehran agreements 

and at the same time will be able to force the companies t 

accept "participation" on OPEC terms -- in fact they could 

do this much earlier if they can work together. ~ 
In short, the high trumps are all in the hands of th~ 

producing countries and will be for the next twenty years. 

The companies and the consuming governments, including our 

own, still have a few good cards which will be described 

in the next section, but they will have to be played very 

carefully to avoid a crushing defeat. 
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:trengths of the Companies 

In the past, the major oil companies, in dealing 

•1th the producing governments frequently acted as if 

•hey were sovereign nations. In many cases, their 

'•Chnology, their income, their size, made them more 

•orrnidable than many governments. The companies were 

46 

•ble to deal with a government where they had concessions ) 

•Y threatening to close down production or pull out and 

llOVe to more attractive fields, This sometimes cavalier 

'uhion in dealing with governments accounts for at 

~east part of the hostility felt toward the companies 

·oday. But even though some company officials, a"~ 

.·robably some consumer government officials as well, 

·~Y yearn for the good old days, their strength in dealing 

•lth governments has been largely dissipated. In a very 

•hort time, this will be evident to every OPEC producer, 

·f indeed it has not already become so, 

The companies, however, are not yet entirely deprived 

•f power. They have three very important functions to 

1. The most important is as a supply and guarantor 

·•f capital. 
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The capital requirements of the industry 
outside the Conununist world in the next 
ten years have been estimated by Chase 
Manhattan Bank at over $500 billion. Of 
this, $180 billion will be for working 
capital and other general requirements, 
including dividends, and $360 billion will 
be for capital expenditures. (This subject 
will be discussed in another context later 
in the paper). Of the capital expenditures, 
a third, or $120 billion will be in the 
upstream facilities, (i.e. discovery, develop
ment and production). Some of the OPEC 
countries may accumulate large quantities of 
capital, but most, very likely will not. In 
any case, the local demands for capital can 
be expected to take precedence over the demands 
for increased investment in oil. If the 
governments were to nationalize the companies 
or take over control of them, it is at least 
possible that the existing solidarity in OPEC 
would vanish; and if each producer were competing 
against every other producer rather than the 
present situation where the producing go··- ~··"l~nts 
as a whole face the industry, it is quite 
possible that inter-government competition would 
drive prices down. This would benefit the 
consumer and even the companies might benefit 
in the short run by buying the oil and then 
handling its transport, refining and marketing. 
(There is considerable evidence that the OPEC 
countries recognize this danger and for this 
reason, if no other, will permit the companies 
to continue in some role in production). In 
this case, it seems even more certain that the 
r.ecessary funds would not be invested in pro
duction and the world in a very short time would 
face a supply crisis from which there would be 
no escape other than forcible reduction of 
consumption. 

It of course could be argued that the producing 
governments would be mature enough to devote a 
sufficient portion of their ·income to production 
facilities, and it is just possible that this 



could be done in individual countries. It 
is less likely -- in fact it is almost 
inconceivable -- that any OPEC country would 
invest its money and production in another 
country, particularly if it risked losing its 
investment in the same manner the oil companies 
lost theirs. 

There is also the possibility that the consuming 
countries could provide the capital necessary 
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for the development of new supplies, but it is 
difficult to see how this could be accomplis~ed ~ 
without using the oil companies who alone have 
extensive experience in this field. The 
experiences of ENI and CFP and ERAP in production 
abroad cannot comfort those who hope government 
oil companies would provide the solution to the 
oil supply problem. 

The 

Most, if not all of the OPEC countries ve~:- ) ilcely 
could continue operating the oil fields in their 
countries today, The oil has been found and it 
would be relatively easy to ensure that oil would 
continue to be produced from existing wells. The 
drilling of new development wells, however, 
introduces new difficulties, and the discovery 
and development of new fields is very likely 
beyond the competence of most of the technicians 
in OPEC countries -- even in Venezuela, which is 
probably the most sophisticated and most advanced 
in technology of any OPEC country. As complex 
as would be the difficulties of developing new 
fields, these difficulties would be overshadowed 
by the problems of marketing the oil. There 
seems little doubt that this too is already 
recognized by the OPEC countries. The OPEC 
proposals for "participation" contain explicit 
demands that the companies themselves will continue 
to market the oil for them, presumably in the normal 
market patterns of the companieG as neither the 
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governments or the companies could conceivably 
find new markets for 20 percent of the oil 
produced in the OPEC countries. 

3. The third point is the functionin of the com ani_••j 
as a buffer etwecn proaucer an consumer governments. 

This is of great utility to both. Producer 
governments can threaten and bully companies. 
If they wereto deal with other national oil 
companies or with consuming governments 
directly, national honor would be engaged on both 
sides and compromise would almost certainly be 
even more difficult. This need not always be ~ 
the case, but there is little doubt that the 
Tehran/Tripoli/Baghdad negotiations of the first 
half of 1971 were carried out with as little 
involvement of national honor as possible. Had 
governments, rather than companies, been at Tehran 
in January, 1971, it is difficult to envisage 
as happy an outcome to the negotiations as was 
in fact achieved. 

The actions of the United States Governrr __ ,,-r, 
through the Irwin Mission to the Persian <-;ult, 
were limitecl a) to a warning that any country 
which cut off oil supplies to us or our allies 
would find that its relations with the United 
States severely and adversely affected, b) to 
a request for more negotiating tirne for the 
companies and c) to a request to an end to the 
constant leap-frogging of prices in OPEC. The 
other countries of the OECD limited themselves 
to backing the companies and endorsing the 
efforts of the United States. 

There is another point which should not be 
overemphasized but it is at least worth 
mentioning. We frequently characterize the 
producing countries of OPEC as unconscionable 
bandits with no regard for international 
propriety and with no sense of morality. If 
this attitude is adopted uncritically by the 
companies and by the consuming governments, 
including our own, we will very likely have 
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t 
created a selffulfilling prophesy. We must 
recognize that there are men in OPEC -- King 
Faisal, certainly, and the Emir of Kuwait 
and perhaps others -- who are men of honor and 
integrity. Without stretching reality they 
could be expected to act in a spirit of 
enlightened self-irtterest and with a sense of 
fair play, Some OPEC governments notably Iraq 
have behaved irrationally at times, but most 
of them look carefully at their own economic 
well-being. It should not be beyond the 
capability of the companies or of the consuming 
governments through diplomatic missions or 
special envoys to convince the producers that 
contracts signed in good faith and based on 
mutual confidence should be honored and are 
essential if new supplies of oil are to be 
found and if adequate facilities are to be 
built for its production, refining, transporta
tion and distribution. And it should be 
equally evident that producers as well as 
consumers would benefit from stability in the 
world oil market. 
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IX. Weakness of Consuming Countries vis-a-vis OPEC* 

The overwhelming dependence of OECD countries, 

especially Western Europe and Japan, on OPEC oil severely 

limits the possibility of effective action by them. 

Anything they would do would have to be almost immediately 

effective and, short of direct military action (which is 

not contemplated here), most policies demand time to be ~ 
~lenerited. Moreover 1 the critical economic and ideologil 

division of the world could mean that OECD action could 

be negated by actions of a coalition of less-developed 

nations outside of the OECD and of the countries of EastP~ 

Europe and perhaps of China. 

In the face of OPEC demands to raise oil prices 

indefinitely or to cut off oil supplies unless higher 

prices are paid, the consuming countries could take less 

oil, but this is scarcely a credible threat as they have 

no alternatives for this oil either from non-OPEC sources 

or fr~ other types of energy. ~ 

*This chapter may be considered a corollary of the one on 
Strengths of the Producers. It is handled separately in 
order to discuss more fully various proposals which have 
been made in the last few years on possible consumer 
retaliatory action against the oil producers. 
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Three actions have been proposed at various times 

on moves the consuming countries could take against the 

OPEC countries in retaliation for the price increases on 

petrcleum: trade embargo, the blockage of OPEC funds 

held in consuming nations, and elimination of aid to 

OPEC. None seems encouraging or even practical: 

1. Trade Embargo 

Many of the OPEC countries have relatively 
primitive social and economic systems. The 
majority of their population is engaged in 
agriculture and is outside the money economy. 
They would, in short, be less vulnerable to 
import denial than would more developed 
societies. Their development programs would 
undoubtedly be harmed and their growth rate 
would decline substantially. They might 
have to give up some luxury goods, but 
critical imports of foodstuffs and capital 
imports required for continuation of economy 
activity at a minimal level could almost 
certainly be obtained from other countries 
of Africa or Asia, or from the Soviet Bloc. 
Furthermore, trade embargos rarely work. 
The embargo on Rhodesia supported by most 
of the countries of the world has proven 
largely ineffective. An embargo of the OPEC 
countries would certainly not have the 
same unanimous backing. 

The international reserve position of five 
major OPEC countries at the end of 1970 was 
as follows: 

Iraq 
Saudi Arabia 
Kuwait 
Iran 
Libya 
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$ 390,000,000 
946,000,000 
223,000,000 
315,000,000 

2,331,000,000 
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Comparing total imports to total reserves, 
Iran is the most vulnerable, with enough 
reserves to cover· only approximately a 
~hree-months import bill. Libya, at the 
other extreme, could hold out for approximately 
41 months. Actually, the import bill during 
an embargo would be reduced due to the 
elimination of petroleum-related non-essential 
imports. At the same time, the import bill 
would not be as small as "critical" import 
figures would indicate, because higher-priced 
substitutes might be needed. However, on 
balance, even the weak link, Iran, could 
probably hold out for longer than three months, 
and certainly could hold out if Saudi Arabia 
and Libya gave financial assistance. 

2. Blockage of Funds 

Consuming countries, either in combination 
with the trade embargo or as an independent 
policy, could freeze the assets of the OPEC 
countries. Most of the OPEC funds seem to be 
in Switzerland and in Britain. The p0te:.~h•l 
effectiveness of a freezing of the OPEC runds 
would be limited by the difficulty of imple
menting such a policy and the availability of 
short-term credit from the Communist countries. 
It is possible, thought highly unlikely, that 
Britain, in spite of its concern to maintain 
its position as an international financial 
and banking center, would agree to block 
those OPEC funds held in London. The willing
ness of Switzerland to implement a similar 
policy is even more doubtful. Even the United 
States would be unlikely to do soi there is 
considerable question as to whether we have 
the legal ability to do so in cases short of 
national emergency. Blockage of funds, in 
short, does not appear to be a realistic 
possibility, and even if it were, would very 
likely prove ineffective. 

3. Cut-Off of Aid 



Only Iran has been the recipient of significant 
amounts of foreign credit, and even it could be 
tided over for an extended period by Saudi Arabia, 
Libya or Eastern Bloc aid. 

-.ay of these actions would, of course, ensure that the 
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IOViet Union and possibly China would be greatly strengthened 

•n the OPEC area, and the position of the consumers at the 

Mid of the confrontation would probably be weaker than at 

• 111• beginning. 
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I 

~! 
Alternative Sources of Energy before 1980 

The estimates for production of oil from shale in 

the United States in 1980 vary from 100,000 to a million 

barrels a day, with 300,000 being generally the most 

optimistic estimate. One company heavily involved in 

shale oil has told us that with a combined government-

industry effort and with controls on production similar 

to those in wartime, 3 million barrels a day might be 

produced by that time. No others thought this was 

achievable. 

Coal conversion seems no mor.e promising in the 

short run. Prospects for increasing hydroelectric power 

' 

in the OECD area are negligible. Atomic energy, even ~ 
with a crash program, cannot significantly reduce the 

dependence on oil we have calculated in this time frame. 

More exotic forms of energy - solar conversion or hydrogen 

fusion - might also be important sources of energy, but 

neither is likely before the end of this century. The 

more efficient use of energy, through the MHD or other, 

as yet undiscovered, methods, might also give some surcea~1 

sometime, but not yet. 
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It takes only a modest amount of faith to count on 

"llllC dramatic new discovery or invention solving our 

"•rtrgy problems in the 21st century. It would not be 

••ponsible to assume that a ~ ~ machina will inter

•ne on our behalf before 1980. In fact, we must work 

•th the proposition, a momento mori, that despite best 

·rorts, Western Europe and Japan and possibly the United 
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•tes, will not be able to overcome, in the foreseeable ~ 
·lure lthat is before 1980) their almost complete 

·liance on OPEC oil. 
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XI. Gas 

This paper concerns itself primarily with oil, but 

a few words should be said about natural gas. It has been 

called the "ideal fuel". It burns cleanly and its product 

are carbon dioxide and water. There is no dirt, no sulphu1 

it is easily handled, it can be used equally in kitchen 

stoves and massive power generators. It has also been 

very cheap in the United States, as its price has been 

kept low by the Federal Power Commission. Existing gas 

sells for less than 20 cents a thousand cubic feet (MCF), 

and the newly discovered gas in some cases can no,. ~e sold 

for somewhat more than 25 cents a thousand cubic feet. 

This price is still much lower than oil. Even at the 

higher price of 25 cents an MCF, with 5,800 cubic feet of 

gas equal in thermal content to one barrel of oil, the i 
equivalent price of oil would be only $1.45 cents a barrel. 

The present price of oil in the United States is $3.50 -

$3.75 a barrel~ even the spot rates in the Persian Gulf now 

average close to $2.00 a barrel, and the low sulphur crud< 

of Nigeria and Libya, with which gas could most easily be , 

compared, sells at close to $3.00 a barrel, f.o.b. 
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Natural gas reserves in the United States are dropping 

1t an alarming rate. At present the United States consumes 

9as at the rate of 22 trillion cubic feet a year; and our 

finds of new gas are running at only half that level. In 

other words, our reserves are going down at the rate of 10 

to 12 trillion cubic feet a year, and when total reserves 

are only slightly above 200 trillion cubic feet, it is (/ 

1carcely exaggerated to call the situation desperate. In 

ract, it is agreed by the industry as a whole that supply 

1hortages will limit consumption by 1975. As oil will be 

the only practicable equivalent for gas in 1980, ..,,~ 

figures used elsewhere for oil consumption may be too low. 

The gas industry maintains that the drop in new finds 

1• in direct relationship to the artificially low price of 

9as in the United States, i.e., a case of post hoc ergo 

eropter hoc. Others are not sure that this is true; they 

believe that a substantial increase in wellhead prices of 

9as would bring forth only marginally increased supplies 

Of gas. It is absolutely essential that the industry and 

1overnment determine with as great a degree of accuracy as 

pussible what an increase in wellhead prices of gas in the 
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United States would do to our gas supplies. This has j 
already been proposed by the State Department to the gas ~ 

industry, the oil industry and the Federal Power Commission. 

A major trade journal will start a campaign on this soon. 

Gas has been flared in the oil producing areas in the 

Persian Gulf for as long as oil has been found there. Some 

natural gas is now sold by Iran to the Soviet Union and 

some is reinjected, but still three-quarters of all the 

gas produced in the Persian Gulf is being flared. The oil 

companies have maintained that this gas is not a resource; 

it is produced in connection with the production ~L oil and 

cannot be used. At least ten billion cubic feet of gas are 

flared daily, and while it has been true that there was no 

market for the gas, this will change soon. countries of 

North Africa, notably Libya and Algeria, which are fairly 

close to the European markets, are now selling liquefied 

natural gas (LNG) there. Algeria is banking on a large project 

to sell gas to the United States. The cost of this gas is 

quite high, compared with gas prices in the United States. 

Many of the prospective buyers of LNG have been scandalized 

at the proposals to sell Algerian gas in the United States 
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•or 80 cents a thousand cubic feet. This is indeed high 

""9n compared with delivered U.S. gas at 40 cents a 

•llOusand cubic feet. It is not at all high when converted 

11lo oil prices. Eighty cents a thousand cubic feet, 

olter all, is only equivalent to $4.64 a barrel for oil, 

~ low-sulphur residual fuel oil, which is far less 

•ttractive and useful a fuel than gas, is now posted in 

.., York at $4.40 a barrel. 
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Gas can be made from naphtha, but the process depends '-.____/' 

'" a low price for naphtha, Prices are low today, 1-ut if 

••phtha were gasified, the price would be driven up; the 

1•rice will be driven up in any case as the petrochemical 

•ndustry gradually switches to naphtha as a feedstock • 

.,re reasonable, perhaps, are the projects to convert coal 

•r crude oil into gas. Here, however, the price for the 

•rngas at present is $1.20 a thousand cubic feet. This is 

equivalent to a price of $7.00 a barrel for oil. While 

'he advantages of gas are considerable, it is doubtful that 

, .. ny users (except perhaps private homes) would be able to 

1••Y such a price. 
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Although the capital costs for production and expor1 

of liquefied natural gas are extremely high, the wellhe 

price of the gas is quite small. In Algeria, it appare: 

is somewhat under ten cents a thousand cubic feet, Thi 

could be raised somewhat, but it is unlikely that gas f: 

most countries will be a source of income comparable to 

their income from oil. 

Shipping costs are so high a proportion of total co: · 

that gas imports from the Persian Gulf are not yet 

practical. In the future, with higher prices - and, 

particularly if the Suez Canal opens - the Persia11 ".'.•Jlf 

will probably be the main source. of gas as well as of oil, 
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I, New Relationship between Consumer and Producing Governments 

• Some consuming governments have noted that the 

lll•ecurity of their oil supplies appears to spring largely 

horn Arab hostility to the United States, which many Arabs 

••lieve actively opposes their interests to the benefit 

·•f Israel. There are those in some consuming countries 

le.g, Italy, France and Spain) who believe that the only 

Hi' their security can be preserved is to develop a new 

41rect relationship with the producing countries which 

flOUld bypass the "Anglo-Saxon" oil companies, and therefore 

evoid the consequences of any action the Arabs might take 

111ain!>t the United States. This plan, which has i--.,,~ 

tdvanced by the EEC officials in Brussels, would favor the 

"1 ose integration of the economies of producing and consuming 

eountries, and would guarantee that an oil embargo by the 

'roducer would do at least as much damage to its own ~onomy 

•• it would to that of the consumer. This increasing 

llUtual dependence would thereby provide adequate guarantee 

of stability of supply. 

It seems unlikely that all of the OECD or even a major 

,.rt of it would face the domestic political consequences of 

1 total repudiation of the United States position in the 
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Middle East. This would be a reversal of many of their t 
own traditional policies. Germany, the Netherlands, 

Denmark, Norway, and Great Britain all have close ties to ' 

Israel. In spite of the French Government's position 

since 1967, a policy of total reliance on the Arabs would 

very likely be highly unpopular with the French people. 

Italy and Japan might wish to consider such action and 

would face fewer political repercussions at home, but 

the consequences of such a move could go well beyond the 

narrow problem of the Arab-Israel conflict into their 

relations with us, with the British, and with others. 

The OPEC countries are heavily dependent on capital 

goods imports but in almost every case they could live 

without them, at least for a protracted period of time 

certainly longer than the Europeans could live without the 

oil. The tying of any highly developed European economy 

exclusively to the essentially primitive economy of (say) 

Libya, would give the Libyans such total control over the 

actions of its customer that it is difficult to see how 

such a proposal could be defended even by the most 

anti-American or ardent Arabist in the consuming state's 

government. As the OPEC countries develop, however, this 

reliance on foreign goods and foreign technical assistance 
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•Ill grow and it is certainly to the interest of the 

~suming countries to assist the development of the OPEC 

41antries. The creation of large middle classes throughout 

•lie OPEC area and the bringing of the entire population 

·~lo the money economy will indeed increase these 

.,>1mtries' reliance on the oil consuming countries, which 

•llf>ply goods in return. But this will be a long process, 

... in the interim any bilateral relationships would 
___,/ 

•&llost certainly be more hazardous to the consuming countries 

•Ian is the present system of relying on a large number of 

•ll companies to act as intermediaries in supplying their 

.-iergy supplies for them. 

The OECD countries might temporarily improve their 

·elations with the producing governments by offers of aid, 

~llitary assistance, or special bilateral trade advantages, 

1t this does not appear to be particularly promising or 

•eecssarily desirable. 

All this having been said, it cannot be denied that the 

,...ition of the consumer countries would be improved if their 

-elitical relations with the producing governments were 

-ilproved. It is self-evident that the position of the United 

•lates, the Anglo-Saxon oil companies and the consumers would 

'4 enhanced if the political animosity of the Arabs to us 



were removed or decreased. t 
And if it ever appears possible to tie any of the 

major producers firmly to the western consumers, consideral ., 

effort should be expended in doing it. 
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, New Relationships Between Consuner Goverrurr;nts and the carpani.es 

The cxmrercial freeclan of the oil CCITipanies in the various countries 

~ Ula OECD varies frcm alm:Jst no restraints (beyond those on all industry) 

" fie U.S., the UK, Gennany and BenelUK, to rigid controls in France or 

ll'llquirement in Japan that foreign CCITipanies be in partnership with 

A view was advanced sane tbre ago by sane in the EEC Secretariat, 

ld:>pted by sare but far fran all Italian government officials, that 

•• too important to be left in the hands of the private CCITipanies; 

•I the eo:manies of every country in the OF.CD (except the U.S. and 

·•> depended on large quantities of imported oil. All those who 

·~ this proposition aanitted that the CCITipanies had p_,,._~oi .. ...._--d 

"•hbly in the past but, as one Italian put it, "their vaunted flexi-

•ly was lost in the fall of 1970" when one country (Libya) threatened 

i«>rld with a supply crisis and the CCITipanies ~re IX=Merless to avoid 

Ls argurent is that the CCITipanies should be reduced to the status 

'w.qulated public utilities." The governrrents ~uld contract for the 

ban the producing states, and ~uld set the prices. The CCITipanies 

·.t transport the oil, refine it and market it but the governments ~uld 

..,,auct prices, allowing the CCITipanies a "fair" return on their 

~t. 
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The charge that the ccrnpanies had lost their flexibility is 501' 

unfair. The ccrnpanies had scarcely been affected by the major traun, 

the closing of the Suez canal; they had abso:rbed the loss of Taplin('' 

short-haul oil and even the cutback in Libyan production by three-qu 

of a million barrels/day did not create a supply shortage. The flex1 

bility, however, was not infinite, and the breaking point appeared w1 

Libya threatened to cut off all oil deliveries. This was not a bad 1 · 

The situation today is much easier. The Tripoli and Baghdad set· 

nents put a heavy premiun on short-haul oil. This was justifiable a· 

long as tanker rates were high, but they have dropped recently -- th 

to a sl01>1P..r gro...th in consunption than had been anticipated and the 4 
mini-recession in Japan which has freed many of the oil-bulk-ore cari "" 

fran ore into the oil tanker market. With the l~ tanker rates, • 

Persian Gulf production has increased at the expense of production in 

Iraq, Libya, Nigeria and Venezuela; and Tapline is operating at half 

capacity. If Libya \rere to stop production today, it would be both(; 

but there would be no supply crisis -- provided, of oourse, that no 

major short-haul producer also closed down. The "vaunted flexibilit 

has been restored. 

The European deJ:nimds for m::Jves toward control of the ccrnpanies 1 

probably be muted for as long as this flexibility is maintained. It 

~n't, unfortunately, be maintained forever, or even for very long. 

Alnost certainly before 1975, it will be gone or severely reduced. 

• 

J 
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... stion is then, can the consuni.ng countries restore it with their CMl'l 

lltional oil conpanies or by regulating the international majors? The 

9lllWer here seems to be clearly that they cannot. At least they have 

lfll had notably successful records until row. The national compa.'1ies, 
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•·'I·, ENI, have not been efficient in finding oil or producing it. ENI, 

In spite of government assistance, can barely a:Il{lete with the major 

llltemational oil c:xxrpanies yet it makes alJT'Ost no profit. Nonetheless, 

&t a new supply crisis 10CJ11S, or if the ccnpanies cannot resist ooving 

klward higher posted prices or the higher prices which would be inherent ) 

In "participation" without ccrrpensation, the Europeans will certainly 

raise the issue again. The chances of pressure by the a:mmmity will 

~ly be in direct proportion to the size of the increase in the 

frice of oil • • Sare of the American oil ccmpany executives \Ne have talked with 

hive said that they could live with a new "regulated" status in Europe. 

laing all<Med a "fair" return on their investment Miuld be fine; they 

thought they could cxnpete with European national ~es and it would 

eave them a lot of headaches in produ=t.ion as \Nell as marketing. 

t 'Ibis attitude was surprising and was strenl.J)USly opposed by oore 

"8nturesane ccmpany officials. It should also be strongly opposed by 

the us:; unless it can be derronstrated that such an arrangarent '-Ould 

lnhance se=ity and ~JOuld bring forth the new capital for the finding 



and dcvelq:ment of new oil reserves. Most European governirents would 

share the same ooncerhS, and '-Uuld have the added c:oncem of higher cosu 

Before the Ccmnunity or the OEX:D rrcves in this direction, it should also 

be sure that it would not cost, in the end, substantially rrcre than an· 

ing the cc:n;ianies to make their CMn arrangements with producers. 

ClEX:D negotiations w:I. th OP:EX: are not as farfetched as they sounded 

a few years ago, but we should be quite sure of what we want to accorrpll•· 

by such action, how we would plan to can:y it out, what our strengths 

are in dealing with OP:ex: and \ohlat pressures we can and will put on the 

producers, o:ex:o is not yet at that point. 
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fllitical Relat·ions with the Middle East Producer States 

as !fiey Affect Security of Oil Supplies 

• Business is easier conducted among friends, 

.. rticularly in the Middle East. Demonstrably, preser

,.tion of a friendly U.S. political relationship with the 

producing governments provides an environment facilitating 
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.. nlings between host governments and American oil companies, 

Including negotiation of the changing relationships which 

.. y come in the 70 1 s. The most striking negative examples 

trn the adverse changes in the environment in which Ametican 
/ 

•ll companies have operated in Iraq and Libya since tne 

••volutions there. A happier, but related, example is 

ll11der Secretary Irwin's mission to Iran, Saudi Arabia 

•d Kuwait during the oil crisis prece'e.ing the 1971 "Tehran 

t•ttlement,R Drawing on the amicable political relationships 

loetween the United States and these producer states, he 

1uccessfully urged that these governments not permit the 

•hreatened confrontation with the companies to disrupt the 

flow of Gulf crude and that they promptly enter into price 

··~otiations with the companies on a commercial rather 

•"•n a political basis, Libya at the same time was urging 

""' contrary. Its premier told the oil companies negotiating 

Oiare that his government intended to increase its demands 

.,, the companies, forcing them to raise their prices to the 

~Int where the con•~er• of the oil, America's allies, 
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would force the United States to change its pro-Israeli 

' Middle Eastern policy. 

These experiences suggest the importance of 

considering carefully U.S. interests in Middle East 

oil in developing our foreign policy toward the area. 

Insofar as the Arab producer-states are concerned, we 

cannot ignore their growing capability, briefly and 

imperfectly demonstrated in 1967, to use oil as a 

"political weapon" against the West. Traditionally, we 

have stressed our strategic interest in preserving the 

flow of Middle East oil to our NATO allies, implying some 

positive American ability to assure this flow. I;. Teality, 

what we may be dealing with is a negative restraint on our 
' 

Middle East policy -- to avoid provoking Arab producers int, 

applying pressure on European consumers to break with 

U.S. Middle East policy and by-pass the American oil con-

cessionaires in order to pr·eserve their essential crude oil 

supplies. 

To maintain strong bilateral ties with the Middle East 

oil producers, beyond seeking an Arab/Israel policy which 

they can tolerate, we should continue the basic approach 

we are now pursuing. The official U.S. position in Saudi 

Arabia is buttressed by growing Saudi desire for American 

SECRET ----
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•1litary equipment and technical assistance, manifested 

~the Corps of Engineers' consultant role, Raytheon's 

Mawk Missile Program, and the growing American official 

Ind private roles in modernizing the Saudi Air Force, 

Army logistics, National Guard, Coast Guard and Navy. 

In Iran, our influence rests on a history of support 

19ainst Soviet pressure and, today, on supplying an' 

financing military equipment and advisors. In Kuwait, 

Wa are in the process of increasing the American portion 

or the primary Anglo/American role in both security and 

economic development, and this process is likely to 

extend to the lower Gulf oil shaykhdcms as the foT~al 

lritish protective role there ends, These U.S. activities 

llOreover, generally fulfill a technological need which 

would make them still desirable even if, say in Saudi 

Arabia, a nationalist revolutionary regime should come 

into power. 

• This American cooperation with producing states 

provides a general psychological atmosphere for friendly 

Oil relations; it does not however constitute specific 

effective U.S. official leverage on these states on oil 

questions. Thus it is essential that we recognize the 

limitations on the capability of our political relations 
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with the producer states to secure our oil interests. 

The producer states have long been motivated by economic 

self interest, dictating maximizing financial benefits 

from oil. In early 1967, Saudi Oil Minister Yamani 

described ARAMCO to Arab students in Beirut as a "milk co1o.·, 

not to be abused, so that the Saudi farmer can exploit 

it for all it is worth." The Irwin mission channeled the 

1970-71 oil crisis back into commercial channels; it did 

not directly seek to determine the bill resulting from 

the ensuing bargaining. In the final analysis, we hope 

the mutuality of economic interests between producer 

states and American oil companies, particularly in the 

Arab producing states, will be given more emphasis than 

their political relations with the U.S. 

Unfortunately, the producer states are increasingly 

motivated by an economic nationalism which moves in the 

OPEC forum along paths where political emotion tends to 

overcome economic nationalism. Whenever there has been 

a freely elected National Assembly in Kuwait it has 

(in 1964-~6 and again this year) blocked government-company 

arrangements clearly in the financial interests of Kuwait j 
by insisting on the principle of reviewing the validity "I 



I 
•f the basic oil concession agreement. Iran, bulwark of 

f,s. political influence in the Middle East, spearheaded 

Ill• assault on u.s. company interests there in 1970-71. 

Ilia suggests that in the producing countries the politics 

If "participation" will not be significantly checke~ by 
I 

lriendly Anglo/American diplomatic relations with t~e 
... t governments, even though such relations may improve 

Ill• tone of negotiations. 

~ It should be noted here that many of the moderates 

a. not consider "participation" to be a radical step. 

lamani has, repeatedly over the last few years, told Aramco 

Mlat it must give the Saudi Government some say in running 

ttl• oil industry in Saudi Arabia. He has always said 

Ill speaks as a moderate and as a friend of the companies. 

II the companies do not show flexibility on this issue, 

.. maintains they will provoke a move by the radicals 

toward nationalization. In a meeting at the end of November, 

lamani told Aramco that participation is now not a question 

ti "if" but of "when and how". He has advised the company 

to accept the principle and eome forward with suggestions 

.. implementation. 
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XV. Capital Requirements of the· Next Decade 

As stated above, Chase Manhattan Bank has estimated 

that the international oil industry will require $360 

billion for capital expenditures and $180 billion for 

working capital and other requirements in the next decade. 

This is considerably more than the entire industry has 

spent in its entire history, but the consumption of oil 

in the coming decade will also be more than has been 

consumed up to now - and the cost of finding and developino 

new oil will go up sharply as the industry turns to deeper I 
and smaller fields and deeper waters off shore. 

7he present proven reserves in the world are about 

500 billion barrels; which represents a fairly comfortable 

30 years supply. (Statements to this effect are frequentli 

misused. This is a comfortable position only from an 

engineering or technical point of view; our concern has 

been that most of these reserves a~e in the Middle East.) 

At the end of this decade, let us assume that we can 

tolerate a reserve - production ratio of only 20 years. 

Consumption at that time will be well over 30 billion 

barrels a year and the reserves should therefore be 
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llO billion barrels -- 100 billion above present reserves. 

lilt 250 billion barrels will have been consumed in the 

tltiade, which means that a total of 350 billion barrels 

till have to be discovered in this period. To put t~se 

f"n ti ties in perspective, Prudhoe Bay has 1 O billion) 

tarrels of oili even Kuwait has only 70 billion. We have 

•t been finding three Prudhoe Bays ever year recentlyi 
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•~ tact the prospects for finding substantial new oil outside 

.. Middle East are miserable. 

Consumption will rise in the next decade by an average 

•I 4 million barrels/day each year. To put this in 

!ll'rlpective, the consumption of France today is 2 million 

itrrel/dayi of Germany 2.7 million and of the United Kingdom, 

1.1 million. 

Where will the capital come from? Traditionally the 

ioadustry has generated the capital itself. In 1960 it 

••rrowed only $900 million or 16 percent of its capital 

... uirements of $5.5 billion. In 1970 borrowings had risen 

·• $3.1 billion 27.2 percent of the $11.4 billion required. Thi 

'4119 term debt of Standard Oil of New Jersey in 1961 was 

tfOO millioni by 1970 it had risen to $2.44 billion. 

The profits of the industry are not large relative 

"' investment. The Chase Manhattan Bank's "group" of oil 

SECRET 
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companies, comprised of all international majors and the' 

large independents which control most of the worlds oil 

production outside the United states, showed a return 

on its capital of only 10.3 percent in 1970 - a full 

percentage point below manufacturing industry in the 

United States. 

In fact, it will be impossible for the industry to 

generate the amount of capital needed for this expansion 

in the 1970's if profits are kept at current levels. 

David Barran, head of Shell Oil Company, has said that 

oil company profits should be allowed to increase to 

~0.40/barrel (they are currently $0,33/barrel in the 

Eastern Hemisphere and somewhat higher in the Western 

Hemisphere). Even if this is achieved and if 250 billion 

barrels are consumed in the next decade, total profits 

will be only $100 billion, Of the remainder perhaps 

as much as $200 billion could be covered by depreciation 

of assets but this would still leave at least $200 billior 

or an average of $20 billion to be borrowed or raised 

through sale of equity for each of the next ten years. 

This would be almost seven times the $3 billion borrowed 

in 1970. Will it be possible to find these sums either 

through borrowing or sale of stocks? It will be high 

' 
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tl•k and the banks and investors may well find more useful 

.. tlets for their funds, If the projections published by 

.._,e Manhattan are correct7 if the City Bank figures can 

•accepted, then it would hardly seem that Mr. Barran'sJ 

tlpiration for a profit of only $0.40/barrel is modest. 

a&• is still less than one U.S. cent per gallon - a 

~11 enough figure when compared with excise taxes of 

II cents or more a gallon in the United States and four 

•a.es that in many European countries. 

One intriguing prospect is that the oil producing 

41Untries could use some of their capital accumulations 

•• the next decade to buy up new stock offerings, or even 
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•• buy up company stock during periods when the stock market 

•t depressed, In a relatively short time the oil producers 

-.uld find themselves in a very strong position in the 

••tnrnational oil industry, and, if they wished, could even 

ot11trol several of the major companies. 
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XVI. Conclusions 

The consuming governments are in a better position 

today than they were last year. Stocks are high, tanker 

rates are down, short haul production is down, and there 

is considerable spare capacity in Libya, Nigeria and 

Venezuela. It is therefore somewhat easier to face OPEC 

now than it was last year. 

OPEC will make two demands on the companies in 

negotiations which have already begun. The first is for 

a readjustment of payments to the producers as a result 

of the dollar devaluation. The companies have tried to 

resist this as a contravention of the Tehran agreements 

but we do not believe they will succeed. They apparently 

do not either, as they are currently making plans for new 

offers to the producing governments. It is unlikely that 
i 

the agreement will mean an increase in payments to the ho:.• 

governments equivalent to the full effective devaluation 

of the dollar in terms of (say) the German mark; it seems 

more likely that a formula will be reached based on 

increased trade costs and that it will mean about a three 

SECRET t 
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or four percent increase in payments to the host governments 

In terms of dollars. 

The demand for participation is much more serious, 

,articularly as it is not likely to end with the 20 

,.rcent currently asked in the Persian Gulf, but would 

•ltimately be raised to 51% or perhaps even 10~%. We 

aielieve that this is clearly in contravention of the 

"hran agreement. As such, the companies have no choice 

.. t to protest it, and we have no choice but to support 

nc" vigorously in their negotiations with the OPEC 

.iountries. We believe there is a substantial chance of 

•vccess in averting a clash now provided the companies are 

•&lling to talk about new relationships with producing 

ftYernments at the conclusion of thP. Tehran agreements in 

1176. Should the OPEC governments, however, push through 

•hnir demand for participation at present, then the United 

11ntes position will have to be that the companies should 

... given "full, prompt and adequate compensation". There 

11 very little that we could do in most OPEC countries, 

•cept Iran, in case they did not accede to our demands. 

SECRET 
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(We assume that Indonesia will not follow the general OPEC 

line on this matteri Venezuela is well on the way to the 

conclusion of the contracts tn 19831 Iran, too, has alreac: 

stated that it will not extend the consortium agreement 

after 1979 and so it may not demand 20% participation at 

present.) Most oil producing countries get no aid from 

us and the world needs the oil. If the demand for 

participation is legislated, then we see very little 

opportunity for the companies but to accede. They could, 

of course, also insist that the realized prices rather 

than the posted prices be used as a basis for ca::.c•1•!ating 

company profits and that they be given a substantial 

marketing allowance for handling the oil for the national 

company. In this case the actual financial burden to the 

company could be small. 

In the long run, given the strength of the producing 

governments and given the demands of nationalism, the mov· 

toward participation will almost certainly be irresistibl· 

If the companies try to resist now, they could well provok• 

a move toward total nationalization which would haveunfor• ·1 

consequences not only for company profits but for world 01 
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We believe that the companies therefore would 

offer the producers now some new .relationship 

This could be a SO-SO arrangement similar 

the new concessions now being given, with adequate 

nsation for the company's surrendered share and with 

government putting up SO% of capital requirements in. 

It could include downstream participati~ 

companies have long resisted this, but they show their 

it almost entirely on the producing end, and if OPEC 

rnments are willing to put up capital for new refining 

•arketing outlets, then this perhaps should be given 

careful study than it has to date. 

t certainly have capital to spar~. 

They will 

The new relationship could alternatively consist of 

relinquishing large sections of 

present concessionary areas (as was done by force in 

in 1960)1 the companies could then enter into new 

tionships with the producing governments and perhaps 

•other companies from other consuming countries, in 
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t government-company ventures in the relinquished areas, 

governments could be in from the beginning on development 
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of oil production above current levels. 

The situation described by this paper is not 

encouraging. It is not new, however, The international 

situation has been studied by OECD and by NATO. The 

domestic situation and the dangers of reliance on imported 

oil have been studied repeatedly by the Department of 

Interior and the Department of Defense, by the National 

Petroleum Council, by the Science Advisor to the President, 

by the Domestic Council, and the Oil Policy Committee. .i 

The conclusions reached by all are remarkably uniform 

and remarkably dreary. Indeed they are so unpleaoB~t we 

have shown a tendency to ignore them, and to handle the 

problem by commissioning yet additional studies. The 

Senate Interior Committee under Senator Jackson recently 

started a comprehensive study which we '}ad \lnderst:ood waE~. 

joint House and Senate investigation with the full particl 

pation of the Executive Branch of the Government.we had h· 

that the recommendations of this study would be accepted 

and acted upon, although there was some concern that the 

study might drag on for several yeat:s. This study has h.1d 

difficulty in getting started and it has not won the full 

' I 
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1 .. 1cking of the Senate or the House. Senator Proxmire is 

.·onducting his own study and Congressman Aspinall, who 

·,,15 alleged that the Jackson study is to serve only as a 

•1pport for Senator Jackson's presidential aspirations, 

1 .. 15 set up a Task Force on Energy and Resources. 

We believe that the time has come to end the studies. 

tinless someone can demonstrate accurately the inaccura(;y 
,1 

·f the conclusions of previous studies, and do it very 

1~pidly, the time has come for action both at home and 

.1broad. We propose the specific State Department 

nctions outlined in the following section: 



XVII. Proposed Actions 

A. Action to be Taken by Companies 

1) Offer new production arrangerents to OPEC, to go into effe<' 
after 1976 

'!he canpanies should recognize that 1976 will be the latest ~ 
that they can hope to maintain their existing concessions without essen:I• 

The end of the Tehran Agrecrnent will al.Jrost certainly see a ' 

quantum leap in oil prices and the governrrents of OPET::: will dem3.!1d new 

company/governrrent relationships if they have not already done so. 

change. 

Probably the only way of resisting demands for price increases at pres, 

or participation this year or n~t will be to agree to work out a new 

relationship with the producing countries after 1976. This need not 

necessarily rrean a reduction on ccropany profits. It\ ill rrean giving 

the producing governrrents a voice in the management of the companies 

operating inside their borders. 

2) Enlarge the ccniposition of oil producing cc:mpanies 

Most of oil production is in the hands of the seven major oil 

~es, five of which are American, one British, and one British/Du1 

The French have sane stake in F.astem Hemisphere oil production, but ·"I 

barely enough to cover their own needs. The major oil consurrers, notabl· 

Japan, Germany and Italy, have long aspired to control sane of their a-: 

production. '!he oil canpanies should seriously consider opening up 



llUsting ooncessions to carpani.es fran at least these three nations. 

l!Dr exanple, there oould be an enlargerrent of the consortiun in Iran, 

• AfW.O) in Saudi Arabia. More acceptable to t.'ie o:npanies "~uld be 

lllW joint ventures in new areas. A good exarrple of this is the new 

ril/Japanese operation in Iran. 

, •... Specific Action (1) by ti'.e Department 

The Secretary and the Under Secretary should call the Chief 
Executive Officers of the major oil companies and of a sub
stantial number of the independents, outline our views on the 
probable developrrents in world oil in the next decade, outline 
the action we plan to take on their behalf (as described 
belOli), urge them to take the actions described above, and 
tell them we believe our chances of success in our diplcmatic 
danarches will be miniroal if tr.ey cannot inform the OPEC 
countries they will ro# consider changes for a new regime 
after 1976. 

u. Action Taken by the us::; in the United States on Ilehalf of the 
Cropanies 

1) Form an international petroleum advisory grmy;i 
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'nti.s oould be similar to the National Petroleum Council, which 

Advises the secretary of the Interior. It would advise the Secretary of 

ltate on international oil matters and oould rooet periodically or on an 

~ hoc basis. Depe:ndin:J on its function, zuch a gn>l.1[' mi<Jht require a 

biness Review letter or other fonn of ai;proval by the Departioont of 

Justice • 

• 

' 
. • . • • ~cific Action (2) by the Departm:nt 

When the canpany executives are called to Washin;rton for the 
discussion on the future of the industry, the Secretary or the 
Under Secretary should raise this matter. It has already been 
discussed with a nunber of officials who are enthusiastic. 
An ad ~ ccmni.ttee con1d be selected at that iooeting. 

!': r;::::REl' 
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2) All& carpanies to wurk to:rether to attain certain restrict< 

~ 

The United States Governrrent should pennit the canpanies to 

operate together abroad to face a unified OPOC challenge without fear , ' 

anti-trust prosecution in the United States. European and Japanese 

canpanies operate with the full backing of their governrrents and it ia 

essential that the l\irerican canpanies are shown to be supported by the 

United States. 'lhis has not always been the case; in fact, sare prod1, 

govenirrents seem to have the idea that the United States is willing to 

use the canpanies as pawns in a wider foreign policy gatre. 

Action on behalf of the carpanies was taken in January 1971, and 

again on October 22, 1971, when the canpanies were given Business Rev'"'· 

letters by the Depar!:rnent of ·c~ti~::: allc:Ming them to present a ccmron 

front to OPEX:. 

, •••• Specific Action (3) by: the Depart:rrent 

At the :request of the Department of State, the Depart:n'ent of 
Justice gave the ccrnpanies Business Review letters in January 
1971, and again on October 22, 1971, which pennitted them to 
present a ccmron front to the OPEX:. The Depart:n'ent should 
keep in constant contact with the Depart:n'ent of Justice and 
with key CongresSl!El1 and Senators on this matter to ensure 
that there is a sound understanding of the reasons for the 
action and the benefits we expect both the carpanies and the 
oonsuters to gain fran it. 'lhis is currently being done. 

C. Diplanatic Approaches on Behalf of the Crnq;>anies 

1) In the Persian Gulf - as a result of the Irwin Mission 
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If the OPEC countries persist in demands for participation 

._,, the United States Governmmt should give the ~es appropriate 

•lanatic support • 

. , ... 8pecific Action (4) by the Department 

t 

The Department should deliver notes to Tehran, Jidda and Kuwait, 
reminding the rulers that they had assured our President's envoy 
that they would honor their agreerrents with the oil canpanies 
for the full term of the agreements. The Depart::rrent should 
point out the difficulties and the dangers to us, the other \ 
consurrers and ult:i!llately to the producer govenirrents caused l 
by denands for "participation" now, when the =rld had assured 
that five years of stability in the oil narket had been achieved 
in the Tehran agreerre.nt of February 1971. Finally, the Depart
rrent could point out to the rulers that the United States, as 
a result of the assurances given Mr. Il:win, had counted on 
these agreem:mts being honored and had so info:med its allies. 
If neoessary, this could be follov.ed by letters fran the 
President or another visi ... r-y a presidential envoy. 

2) Feview in the OECD the capital requirements of the industry 
in the next decade 

, , .. Specific Action (5) by the Department 

The Department should ask all OECD countries their views and 
try to reach an understanding' on the definition of "re.asonable 
profits" which the o:xrpanies could be allowed to generate in 
the next decade. 

' 3) Discuss the need for stability in be =rld oil narket 

, .. specific Action (6) by the Departmmt 

The Departrrent should be prepared to discuss, but not neces
sarily support, the idea of a joint OECD approach, or an approach 
of selected OECD countries to sorre OPEC countries, for a new 
producer/consurer relationship such as has been raised by the 
l:E:: and the Italians. 
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4) Invesbrent in tmcxinventional oil ' The !Epartlrent could raise again, this tine rrcre formally 

than in the past, the possibility of European or Japanese invesbtent i 

U.S. shale, Canadian tar sands or Venezuelan heavy oils. '!his would, • 
of course, require the con=rence of the Canadian and Venezuelan gow1 · 

nents and of our Congress. The EEC and Japan might be rrcre willing to 

consider paying rrcre for their oil, if they can have near-absolute 

guarantees of its security, than they were a year ago • 

• • • .. Specific Action (7) by the Deparbrent 

The Departirent, after informing the NSC, should raise this 
possibility with the Venezuelan and Canadian govenurents, and 
with the Senate and House Interior Corrmittees. Assuming there 
are p:>sitive responses, e."' "Utter should then be put on the 
OECD Oil Comrittc-e Agenda. 

5) Increase Stocks 

After the Mid-East crisis of 1967, the U.S. delegate to the 

OECTl Oil Ccmnittee urged that (JED) stocks be raised to 180 days. They 

were theoretically 60 days at that tine, but rrcst rountries fell far ~ 

short of that level. Many in the OECT> nCM ruefully admit that the u.~:. 

was right; that if Europe and Japan had had 180 days of stocks last Y• 

it might have been possible to have withstcod the Libyan blackmail. 

OEX:D reccmnended stock level ha5 ro.i been increased to 90 days. 



I 
...•• Specific Action (8) by the !Epartrrent 

'!he U.S. delegate to the Oil Ccmnittee should raise again this 
matter. He should propose a storage figure of 180 days but 
would be prepared to settle for 120 days, and if this is 
inpossible, then the current 90 days -- but based on forward 
consunption and effective stocks, i.e., tank bottans and oil 
in pipelines should not be counted as stocks. 
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6) Accelerate the developrent of nuclear energy with Europe an<!) 
~ 

Sare rroves are being made on this point now. But not enough. 

the security, financial and other obstacles which the Joint Ccmnittee on 

Atanic Energy have established for pennitting multi-national cooperation 

In urani1.111 enrichrrent and related matters make maaningful cooperation 

*1ubtful. Failure to a:rre to an early understanding concerning coopera-

t 1on is likely to result in delayed action on the part of our allies in 

fully exploiting atomic p::iwer to meet their energy needs. In the longer 

.. Dll, it also could result in the U.S. being shut out of a large marke;t 

l:>r enriched urani1.111 and capital equiµrent related to the nuclear pc:Mer 

&ndustcy. A major effort should be made to accelerate joint US/European/ 

~ese develoµrent of nuclear energy perllaps through the establishment, 

It U.S. initiative, of an JNI'ELSAT-type consorti1.111 with significant U.S. 

equ.i_ty for the production of enriched urani1.111 at various locations 

ghout the world. 
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·····Specific Action (9) by the Departrrent 

'!his will require strong State Departrrent leadership and, 
subsequently, Congressional approval. It need not be inccm
patible with the current u.s. policy concerning the early 
transfer of enrichnent capability to the private sector. 
The Departnent should raise the matter inrrediately with the 
NSC and the AEC, and then with the Joint Congressional Com-
mittee on Atanic Energy. ·y, 

7) Maintain friendly relations with producing governrrents 

••••• Specific Action (10) by the Departrrent 

Maintain the programs with Saudi Arabia and Iran described 
in Section XIV alxlve. Continue the present u. S. Governrrent 
policy of trying to keep a balance in our relations with all 
states of the Middle East. A return to an overtly, exclusively 
pro-Israel position would negate rrost and probably all of the 
other steps the United St.:.<-e" could take to secure oil supplies. 

D. Action Taken by the us:; to Increase Its Own Stability and Flexibi 1; 1 ;.· 

iii Dealing with Producing Countries 

1) Increase dDm2stic supplies of oil 

'!his oould be done inter alia by: 

(a) 
'.~ 

Giving inrrediate leases on the outer Continental Shelf. 

In order for these leases beyond the 200-neter depth to be 

consistent with the President's Oceans Policy Staterrent, they 

must be rrade subject to whatever international regime is 

established by the United Nations law of the Sea Conference. 

Connected with this should be a new form of bidding based not 

exclusively on initial bonus payments, which enable only a few 

ccnpanies to participate. Offers of new tax arrangerrents or 

offers to rraintain spare capacity (this rray be a requisite for 

bidding) could be considered. 



~ific Action (ll) by the Department 

h Secretary should write to the Secretary of the Interior 
••I inform him that, while we still hoped to reach an inter
"' 1onal agree.'!Ent on the Continental Shelf, we no longer 
• Id object to Interior's granting of petroleun leases 

•nd the 200 rreter isobath. In order to be ronsistent 
•It Ji the President's Ocea,".ls Policy Statenent, the leases 
... t be rrade specifically subject to the international regilre 
~· be established by the Law of the Sea Conference. 

(b) Giving leases on Naval Petroleun Reserve 'No. 4 in 

Alaska, with perllaps sane requirerrent on llBintaining spare 

capacity. 
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(c) Proceeding as rapidly as possible with the exploitatioµ pf 

shale oil and with coal ronvei:'sion. '!his would mean giving 

leases :irrmediately on the shale areas. It v.uuld also prob.:ibly 

be necessary to give synthetic oil the ~ depletion allowances 

as are now given oonventional oil. 

(d) Encouraging the production of ronventional oil and gas 

through new tax allc:Mances for newly disrovered oil, or for 

oil produced by tertiary recovery rrethods. 

(e) Determine as a=ately as possible how nruch 11Dre gas could 

be produced in the United States by raising the well.head price 

of newly disrovered gas by 10¢, increments up to delivered 

IN; prices. If the FPC, the Department of the Interior and 

the industry could derronstrate that significant quantities of 

gas v.uuld be produced m the United States by these higher prices, 

Sa:RE'I' 
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then prices should be raised. We will be forced to pay tJ .. 

higher prices for inported L.\13 and, for both security and • 

balance of payments considerations, should produce the gas 

in the United States to the degree we can • I •••.. Specific Action (12) by the Departrrent 

The Department Representative on the D::lrestic Council Subc:onrni 1 ' 
on Energy and the Oil Policy Conrnittee should review our concei 
at the projected energy shortages for 1980, and raise points (l 
(c), (d) and (e) above. He should point out that the Departner 
is, as yet, the only Department to have care out squarely for 1 
Alaska pipeline, and should urge other Departnents to make sta1 
nents similar to that included in the OEP letter (qooting the 
Departnent) to the Secretary of the Interior. Departrrent offi, , • 
should discuss tJ1ese sarre matters with the Foreign Affairs and 
Interior carmi.ttees of the Senate and House. 

2) Encourage developrrent of new forms of energy 

Implicit in the President's Energy Message of June 4, 1971, 

was the conclusion that the United States Goverment would ensure tJ 

research on energy matters would receive the highest priority. Thi: 

havever, appears not to have been CC111Pletely clear to all readers oJ 

rressage • 

••••• Specific Action (13) by the Departrrent 

The Secretary, in a letter to the President, should review onr 
concern about supplies of energy, shall re.fer to the President' : , 
June energy rressage, and should ask him or his Science Advisor 
to state publicly that the Administration had taken a policy 
decision to accelerate developrent of new fonns of energy; 
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and that from PDH cm, whenever science can daronstrate ade
quately that it needs nore fllllds for research and developrrent, 
these funds will be made available; in other words, that rroney 
will no longer be the limiting factor in the develoµrent of 
new energy forms. 

3) Take rreasures to decrease rate of growth of consumption of 
energy in the united States 

'!his would inclme, inter alia: 

(a) Raising taxes on gasoline and freeing gasoline taxes fran 

the Highway F\md; using these taxes then for subsidies for 11\3.SS 

transportation. 

(b) Discouraging grcMth in consumption of electricity by 

eliminating special rates for large users. 

{c) Encouraging use of electricity during off-peak hours. 

This could be done by lowering rates between 6:00 P!1 and 

6:00 AM. New rretering arrangerrents would have to be made. 

This is already done in Europe. 

{d) Encouraging the recycling of aluminun or the reduction in 

use of aluninun. Al.uninun prcx:J.uction requires 15 tines as much 

energy as does the prcx:J.uction of the sane quantity of steel. 

With higher rates on energy, aluninun production nay, in any 

case, decline. 

(e) Starting a national "save-a-watt" cal!pCl.ign to encourage 

Americans to keep their houses 5 degrees wanner in smrrer and 



' 
5 degrees cooler in winter. In oonnection with this, all 

advertising canpaigns to increase the use of energy 

(particularly gas) should l::e stopped • 

• • • • • Specific Action (14) by the Departnent 

'!he DepartJ:rent Representative should raise these matters in 
the D:xrestic Council and the Oil Policy Comni ttee. 'lhe Depart
rrent should also encourage Senators or Congressrren to introdix:. · 
legislation which will acconplish these objectives. 

N.B.: Legislation to rerrove gasoline taxes fran the Highway 
Fund will l::e raised soon. We have discussed this with the 
major oil companies who will no longer oppose it as they have 
similar legislation in the past. 

4) Coordinate energy policy 

'l'here is a grc:Ming i_,naerst.d.nding of the energy crisis the 

United States is now entering. 'lhere is, however, no coordination i · 

the U.S. Government on energy matters. It seems to us to be essent 1 

that sane one responsible group be in charge of all energy matters: ~ 

oil, gas, coal, atomic energy, and non-conventional fo:cms of energy. 

The President has announced that energy matters are to be centered 1 

the new Departnelt of Natural Fesources, a rrove we heartily endorse. 

We believe, however, that we should not wait until this new departm 

is set up before energy matters are coordinated under one head. 'lh 

logical candidate for such a task seems to us to be the Secretary ol. 

the Interior. 
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.. , •• Specific Action (15) by the Departrrent 

'I'ne Secretary, in his letter to the President in oonnection 
with proposed action (13) al:iove, should urge him to appoint 
a high ccmnissioner for energy, to face the energy problems 
of the seventies and propose solutions for them. This position 
could, of course, be absorbed in the new Departr!Ent of Natural 
Resources when it is forned. 

5) Conclude an energy agreerrent with Canada 

"', 
This could be done on lines proposed to Canada at various tiJ're~ 

.\iring the last year. If Canada is unwilling to enter into an agreerrent, 

• oould unilaterally declare that the reasons for :imposing controls on 

Clinadian oil are no longer valid (this is indeed the case), that canadiar 

4'1 will be allowed freely into the United States, providing only that 

4'1 imported into Canada r.ot corre west of the ottawa valley line (this 

II already Canadian policy) and that the pipelines crossing the border 

lllto the United States maintain sare spare capacity for erergencies. 

• ~uld have to assure, in this case, that ccmnercial pressures to 

tlllelop the Canadian oil and gas would be sufficient to ensure their 

Meloprrent. We would have to assure, with pemaps less justification, 

... t the Canadians would not :impose export taxes on the oil and gas sent 

• the United States. The same arrangerent might be made with Mexico • 

• .. .. Specific Action (16) by the Departr!Ent 

Continue present efforts to conclude an agreenent with Canada. 
Raise the subject again with Mexico. 

SECRET 
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6) Conclude an energy agreement with Venezuela and other ,, 
Latin Arnericari procucers ,,, , 

'l'his "Y.Uuld be in tv;u parts: (1) guarantee on investrrents 

made in the Venezuelan heavy oils, and (2) U.S. pellllission for this oil 

to enter freely into the United States. Such an agreerrent, ~ 

I!Ultandis, might also be concluded with Colcrnbia and E:cuador • 

••••• Specific Action (17) by the ~partrrent ' 'r 

The ~partroent should raise with Venezuela, Colombia and Ecuador ,, ,, 
the possibility of entering into such agreements and, if so, to ',' 
start negotiations leading t0<1ard their conclusion. 

' * * .. * * 

Postlude 

If actions suggested in this section are taken, the position of 

the United States in 1980 oould be quite different from that assured 

other p:irts of this paper. Consurrption could be only 22 million ba1 , I/ 

day (rather than 24 million). D::>Irestic production could be as much , 

15 million barrels/day (rather than 12 million), and imf:orts frcm tl ,, 

Western Hemisphere could be five or six million rather than three or 

four million. 'fuis \>Ould leave quite mmageable imf:orts of only 1-2 

million barrels/day fran the F.astern Hem.sphere. 

Attachrrent: 
Questionnaire 

12/22/71 , 



t_roducer/Compimy RC!lationshi-e_ 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of the traditiona: 
1sionary.systern? 

are the chances this concession system will last for 
10 year.s? What type of new agreemerits will be 

OPEC governments brought into the decision making 
the oil companies now? If so, how? 

What are the most probable demands of the producing 
ies for concession.changes in th~ext 10 years? 

\ 
lllat would be the advantages and disa'dvantages to us, 

'1tr companies~ to "the consumers and to the producing 
l\ments of auch changes? 

tlhol possibilities are there for the USG to influence 
}vprn,;nts in the producing areas? ·ror other consuming 

nn1:'.nts? 

lllot support should (could) the United State~s- Government 
possibly the British, Dutch anc3. French governments) give 

·•p;inies in their negotiations .with the producing govern
.7 

l_ e11t are the possibilities Of forming a "consumers cartel 11
; 

,. •~·c the a.1v<>.ntag0s and disadvantages of such an organization? 

~
11<1 are the merits and dC!ficiencies in the ENI statement 

•1 lie regularity of petroleum si1pply must' become an 
lJ;i.l component -- not alterable unilaterally -- in a 
•11 of an economic and political relationship which both 
•11 (producers and consumerB) have an interest in main-
,.., and reinforcing on the basis of reciprocal advantage"? 

llow valid is ENI's contention that the international oil 

~
l0s can no longer control their relations:t:d.ps with the 

· 1 ric; countries and that therefore th(! consuming_ countries 
l <ontinue to rely ol) these companies to supply oil at 
tdile prices? 

lh11t might be the demands of th2 consuming governments 
'4fll.rol of the oil industry in the ne>:t decade? 



12. What would be the advantages and disadvantages to tJ,, 
governments and to the .consumers of such modifications? 

13. What are the possibilities of the US Governmc:.t 
influencing consumer governments' attitudes toward the 01 J 

companies? 

14. Does ENI speak for the Italian government? What arr 
its chances of doing so in the near future? What suppor1 
will it have in other REC countries? in the ERC Secreta1 •f 
How firm is, ENI in its views? Might these be altered? 4 

15. How much control is presently held over company opl· 
elsewhere in the EEC? in Jaran? What is the likelihoocJ <II 
the ENI view will spread to other consumers? .( 

16. How.will US companies fare if the.EEC adopts a syst•'" 
of favoring "community co!npanies"? Will US companies be 
allowed to qualify through their European subsidiaries? 4 

III. Consumer Ple~ibility 3ind Assets in Dealing with O'._' 

17. ~;hdl JHt-.!anB. if nnv. c1o i-hP r~nn~11rninn nr"rPrnm~n,..c::: ·h 
to use against unreasonable increases in-petroleum pric1 

1 B. What can '..he US do to "share: the burden" in a new r 
crisis? How much rationing can the US accept? How mucl1 
could be made available to Europe and Japan? 

19. How much flexibility will we get through the devel« .,.., 
of synthetic oils or alternative sources of energy? 

20. How much oil will be produced by the present OPEC 
in 1975? in 1980? How much spare capacity will there 
in each of these years? Where will it be? • 21. How rnuch oil can be expected to be produced outsidr· • 
present OPEC area by 1980? 

22. Can production be expected to peak out in any oft' 
present OPEC countries before 1980? 1985? 1990? If ! t 
what leveJs? 

23, What are the divisive forces in OPEC1 should thesr • 
enl:ouraged and if so hm~? • 



Capital ~equirements 

it, Assuming doubling of world consumption of petroleum by 
,qo, where will the necessary capital come from for this 
"VcJopment. under present concession systems and under 

"'"<li.ficat.ions t.hut we see are most probable? 

What investment will be required (in dollars/bbl/day of 
production) in OPEC in 19757 1980? 

Whut will be the investment costs in downstream 
Europe, Japan, tpe USA by 1980? 

now would investment be made in p~bduction and in 
1w11stream facilities under various cases of government control 

· •1cl uding the e,:tremc case of complete regulution in Europe 
it111l Japa:r· and nationalization in the production areas? 

Conclusion -------
I, h'hat sort of company/p:oducing ,rovernmcnt relationship 

uld be most ded.rable in 19807 Is this attainable? What 
t ;,," cc>.'1 i·h<> USG anc1 th(~ companies ·take to brinq about 
,a.s oeveJ.opmeni.::. or .l-..:..::i JH=ctLt::::.l.. JJl.cH .. .:i....~1,,...a~ t:\:f.'-".Lvu.-i... ..... .u1.... 
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NOTE.: 

The two documents presented in the following pages, 

include American Embassy Oil Attache and Economic Couns

ellor's comments, returned to both the above officials 

after the draft document titled "International Oil Market 

through 1980" was reviewed. \ 

Before an all-out distributiod of this analysis, Office 

of Fuels and Energy of the U.S. Department of State sent 

copies to a number of embassies and circles including the 

U.S. Embassy in Tehran, to get their comments. The next 

documents contain comments made by two of the U.S. embassy 

officials. 

It is to be noted that both do~uments have references 

made to certain pages of the original anlysis, while those 

are related to the draft copy and in no way coincide with 

the pages printed in this book. T~ follow up the issue, 

a subject-related search should be launched within the co

ntext of the original document. 
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Mr. James E. Akins 
Office of Fuels & Energy 
Department of State 
Washington, D.C. 20520 

Dear Jim: 

Tehran, Iran 

November 29, 19'1 

Thank you very much for your letter of October 27 enclosing the draft of your 
oil Industry paper. Since the Charge has also received the NEA comments on 
your draft, I thought It would be best If our letter giving comments on your 
draft came from Blll Lehfeldt since this would put the Emba.&11y's authority he• 
hind the comments and perhaps make them more uaeflll to you In a bureaucraU. 
sense. 

I would like to make one comment here which ls really mostly outside the scope 
of your draft, but which seems to me pertinent to It. I believe that well before 
1980 we are going to find Iran, at least, maklntr a more vigorous drive for 
downstream participation than the tone of paragraph two on pages 36 and 37 of 
your draft would suggest. I have had a deeply troubling Interview recently 
with Mr. Hadl Entekhabt, who ls Head of the Special Overseas Projects Group 
In th~-NIOC(ihts Includes the Belgian refinery among other undertakings). 
Entekhabi ls disliked by his colleagues as an Incompetent and pompous jerk, 
but they have to endure him because of his closene&B to Eghbal, whose prote .. 
he ls. Entekhabl spoke specifically and by name on behalf of Eghbal when he 
made It clear that NIOC -s headed downstream for nationalistic and emottoall 
reasons as -n as for economic ones, and that the MIOC would use Its lncrea• 
Ing control over accesaablllty to Iran's oil to favor companies that are hoapltah 
to Iran downstream and to abut out companies which realst, or compete with, 
Iran's refining and marketing ventures lnalde conaumer countries. Much of 
the ornamentation on this statement, particularly references to the atze and 
speed of Iran's Initial ventures downstream, -s. of cou.rae, overstatement 
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1911 bluff, but the theme wu clear and I accept tt ae true. Accordingly, I 
•beyond the parttctpaUon laeue, another and much more Intractable 
fl'Oblem of how to handle wealthy producing naUons, Increasingly sophlsUcated 
•Ille oil tndulltry, who are determined that their fiag shall follow their oll. 

:.JWashburn:jm 

Sincerely, 

, ___ _/ 

John Washburn 
Petroleum Attache 
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Mr. James E. Akim 
Office of Fuela 6 Eael'IJ 
Department of State 
Washington, D.C. 20520 

Dear Jtm: 

Tehrall, Iran 

November 29, 1971 

This la In nply to your letter ol October 27 to .JohD Waahbul"ll enclo1i11g 
your draft paper on the fllture of the iD&enaUoul petroleum lndu.try. 

John feels, as I gather heh•• alrudy 'llFl"ttteD to JOU, that theae comment. ~~ .. 
may t,. a little more helpful to 10u burauentlcally if I stgn them. I am ' 
not sure I enUrely agree, but ba.ve let myself be persuaded since we both 
wut to help aa much as - 09.n iD your wiry Important effort. 

We haYe also received a copy ol REA's commenta, eo that 1 will begin with 
a couple of thoughts on these. We like the aua;ested new chapter on coa
sumer government-company relatlouhl,,_. We atrOQJly agree that the off•r 
of a new relaUouhlp with IOme Gull countries ls not likely to work out. <., 
the other hod, - qree wtth yo11 •nd not wtth NEA OD the questlon or whf-11.tf 
or not - are tn the last buyers' muket. It seems to WI that after the over· 
whelmt11g proof you provide In the first &eeUOll or your paper, the "slmo•C 
certainly" oD page 29, and the u .. of '11kely" on that i-ge and on page 30 
constltutAI abundut oalltioa In making• loreca.t wtth which we entirely &11,r .. , 

On the effect of the Tehran Agreeme11t, we do agree wtth NEA that lta opt1n 
Ing paragraph waa not intended to presene all aspeeta of existing conoeas1 .... 
ary contracts for the next 5 years, but rather to deftae ud Um.It the 
amendatory effect oa these coatt'Kts of the Tehran A~ment lblelf withoul 
barrlft11: fllture changes 011 subjects other than thOM specified In the TehraD 
A~reemeut, I.e., fl1111nclal arr1U1gemeuts and government take. Our cen.14 
on this point Is supported by the explanation• of the compam .. • repreaeut• 
ttves to us last Februaey, and by the oompanlea• own legal al'g\ltnent which 
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characterizes participation as a speclfl~~vlolatfon of the particular ban In 
the Tehran Agreement on revision of financial arrangements. Also In 
this connection, therefore, we prefer to keep our options open as to what 
USC action in support of the companies should be, since the producing 
rowirnments' demand for participation may or may not take a form which 
would be a clear change In financial arrangements or obviously result In 
an increase in government take. 

Turning directly to your draft paper, we do not underatand that the OPEC 
demand ls for participation without any compenllll&i!llL whatever as you Hy 
lo the last line of page 21. Your further dlscuHlon of thla on pages 32•33 
1111gge11ta that you mean that the book value compensation offered by OPEC 
la derlaory, or that the proposed method of payment results lo almost no 
real compensatory value to the compantea. If eo, you might wt1h to include 
thla explicitly ln your analysts of participation and compenaatlon, anJ to 
lnaert thla complete, fuller analysis at the bottom of page 21. Incidentally, 
we don't think that the companies would be embarrall!led by OPEC'a quotation 
of Department of Commerce figures on the value of U.S. Investment abroad, 
aa you indicate on page 33. If participation comes to a head in the Oulf, the 
companies will almoat certainly aak for a review of .!!ll the relevant data, a 
review which would be like the current Vienna talka on currency revaluation. 

Concendng your paragraph two on pages 38 and 37, Iran, at least, would 
have no real t.Mble hiring and developing from its own resources the 
neoea•ry upertiae to mount an adequate discovery and development pro
gram to replace that of the companies. Except for the tool·pushers, almost 
all crews on drill rigs in Iran are now 100 per cent Iranian, and we see no 
rea11on why Sedco, Reading and Bates, and others would refuse to work for 
Iran ff the companies left. 

A minor note to your paragraph "A" (I) on page 56 is that our Impression 
ls that the GOI would probably let the Constorium hang on until the main 
term of the 1964 Agreement expires ln 1979, particularly 1f the Consortium 
makes the expansion in export capacity during the next few years which the 
GOI la demanding, and ta willing now to dtacuH how participation will be 
brought about in 1979 lllld thereafter. 
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Tbeae are our comment.. None of them should obscure our wholehearted 
agreement with, and our aupport of, your euential theli1 which comes 
through very well indeed In th• draft paper. We believe, with you, that the 
International oil Industry Is on the road to complete national control of 
development and p~salng of crude oil. Participation, Joint ventures and 
service contracts - steps along the way. The companies• aces In ensuring 
that this evolution, wnen completed, leaves them with a viable and profitable 
International bualne811 are, as you point out, their refining and marketing 
sk.Ula and their ability to find capital. The first essential task for us In 
goYernment la to Insure that the companies understand and accept what 11 
happening, Your paper, and your lntt11ttve of which It la a part, are clearly 
going to be eaaential In achieving this understanding. 

With all good wlshea. 

ECON:JWaahburn:Jm 

Sincerely, 

Wtlllam W. Lehfeldt 
Counselor of EmbaHy for 
Economic Affalra 
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John Washburn, Esq. 
Petroleum Attach6 
American Embassy 
Tehran 

Dear John: 

Washlniton, O.C. 20520 

( 
January 26, 1972 

Enclosed are seven pages representing our final 
corrections to the report recently sent to you on the 
•rnternational Oil Industry Through 1980.• It would 
be appreciated if you could have them substituted for 
the corresponding pages in our original study. 

We have had our final meetings on the oil paper and 
Under Secretary Irwin and I are now in the process ~f 
starting implementation by calls on Lincoln, Morton, 
Laird, Schlesinger, Haldeman, Stein and others. Towards 
the end of the month, the Secretary will send a letter 
to the President telling him what we have done and what 
we think should be done. In the meantime, we would 
appreciate any comments or observations you may wish to 
offer. Needless to say, our report should not be shown 
to the Iranian Government. 

Enclosures: 

S~cerely, 
\,Nt'1 

J es E. Akins 
'A ing Deputy Assistant Secretary 
l for International Resources 

and Food Policy 

Corrected copies of pages 2,3,28, 
85,86,90 & 91 of the •International 
Oil Industry Through 1980." 



l..e have 

our posts 

also sent the list of questions and asked the views 

in~ capitals and in the main o:msuming centers. 

responses have also been in=rporated in this paper. 
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ephcrreral. We cannot see how, in such· a case, necessary investment 

°1'.UUld be rn3.de in the new production and export facilities which the 

w:>rld will need over the next decade, n the natiorial oil cx::rnpani.es '' 

qierating for themselves and in ccrrp:!tition with each other. 

SECRFIT 
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t. Proposed Actio~s 

ktion which rniqht be taken by ~anies to preserve their 
positions in international production. 

l) Offer new production arrangerrents to OPEC, to go into effect 
arte°rl976 

The ccrnpanies should recognize that 1976 will be the latest 

they can hope to maintain their existing concessions without essential 

The end of the Tehran Agreerrent will alnost certainly see a 

tun leap in oil prices and the governments of OPEC will demand new 

•my/government relationships if they have not already done so. 

ly the only way of resisting demands for price increases at present 

~rticipation this year or next will be to agree to 'l'.Urk out a new 

tionship with the producing oountries after 1976. This need not 

sarily m:aJl a reduction in canpany profits or a loss of a:>ntrol. 

~ m:aJl giving the producing governments sane voice in the 

''4W)Gl\el1t of the oil industry operating inside their borders. 

~21 Enlarge the o:mposition of oil producing companies 

Most of the 'l'.Urld's oil production is in the hands of the seven 

•tDr oil canpanies, five ot' which are American, one British, and 

,,. llritish/Dutch. The French have sorre stake in Eastern Hemisphere 

~I 1 iroduction, but barely enough to rover their CMn needs. The 

,,.)1,, oil consUirers, notably Japan, Germany and Italy, have long 

, ... 11 L'<l to oontrol sorre of their own production~ The ccrnpanies 

,.,.i1a seriously consider opening up existing cdncessions to 
I 
I 

11\'<'nies frcm at least these three nations. For exarrple, there 
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oould be an enlargerrent of the C'Onsortium in Iran, or ARAMCO in 

Saudi Arabia. M:>re acceptable to the C'Ompanies would be new joint 

ventures in new areas. A good example of this is the new Mobil/Japai" • 

operation in Iran . 

•••••• Specific Action (1) by the Department 

The Secretary and the Under Secretary should call the Chief 
Executive Officers of tl1e major oil C'Ompanies and of a sub
stantial mirrber of the independents, outline our views on the 
probable develoµnents in world oil in the next decade, outline 
the action we plan to take on their behalf (as described below) , 
and tell them we fear that our chance of success in any 
diplcrnatic dcrna.rches we make on their behalf will be srrall 
if they cannot socn inform the OPEC C'Ountries that they will 
C'Onsider sane new relationships after 1976. This of course 
need not necessarily be participation in the form currently 
being discussed. 

B. Action Taken by the USS in the United States on Behalf of the 
eorrpanies 

1) Form an international petroleum advisory group 

This ooulcl be similar to the National Petroleum Council, wl 1 

advises the Secretary of the Interior. It would advise the Secretary 

State on international oil matters and could meet periodically or on 

ad hoc basis. Depending on its function, such a group might require 

Business Review Letter or other form of approval by the Department of 

Justice • 

• • • • • Specific Acti9n (2) by the Departrrent 

When the company executives are called to Washington for the 
discussion on the future of the industry, the Secretary or the 
Under Secretary should raise this matter. It has already been 
discussed with a number of officials who are enthusiastic. 
An ad hoc ccmnittee cbuld be selected at that ITeeting. 
--- I 

I 

I 
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(§) by t.hG Departrrcnt 

'!tie U.S. delegate to the Cil Cc:mn.i.ttee should raise again this 
IMt tcr. He should propose a storage figure of 180 days but 
"''uld be prepared to settle for 120 days, and if this is 
lznp-:issible, then the current 90 days -- but bas::xl on forward 
c:rmsu;rption and effective stocks, i.e., tank bottoms and oil 
in pipelines shoi:iid-not be counted as stocks. 

t.) Accelerate the developn:-nt of nuclear energy with Europe 
=d Japan 

'lhe U.S. should continue to facilitate the developnent of 

.U- power on a broad front including the developTIP..nt of international 

•JI and construction standards to rreet safety and environrrental 

• mnents and to simplify lic0nsing and regulatory procedures. In 

•Cular, the U.S. should rrove fa.cward with its international efforts 

•ll'ichment cocperation as well as its dcrnestic access program to 

'"• that installation of nuclear power plants either danestically 

11.road is not delayed by concern over an adequate supply of enriched 

11111. 'fue USG should take those actions necessary to put itself 

position to construct new enrichrrent facilities as needed.. 'fuis 

~ require the resolqtion within. the next bo.l:J or three years of 

111isms for cooperation in a multinational plant and/or pro-

n11 for construction of additional plants in the U.S. either 

~·111 <pvernrrent or by private industry. 

r .~cific Action (9) by the Departrrent 

11>e Departnent should encourage the •Adrlunistration to proceed 
viqorously with actions to facilitate the construction of nuclear 
, ... :er plants both darestically and abroad including resolution 
of licensing and regulatory pr=edures, environrrental require-
1111nts, design and construction standards and provisio~s for the 
construction of additional enrichrrcnt facilities dorrestically and 
.-broad to ~t requirerrents for enriched uraniun. 

90 



7) Maintain friendly relations with producing goyenments 

••••• Specific Action (10) by the Departrrent 

D. 

Maintain the programs with Saudi l\rabia and Iran described 
in Section XIV above. Continue tl1e present U.S. Government 
policy of trying to keep a balance in our relations with all 
states of tlie Middle East. A return to an overtly, exclusiv<'I 
pro-Israel position would negate most and probably all of th<' 
other steps tlie United States could take to secure oil supplj, 

Action Taken by the USG to Increase Its Own Stability and Fl'··· 
in Dealing with Producing Countries 

1) Increase dorrestic supplies of oil 

'.I.his could be done ~nter alia by: 

(a) Giving inrrediate leases on the outer Continental Sh0 I ' 

# 

' In.order for these leases beyond the 200-rreter depth to be ·ii 

consistent with the President's Oceans Policy Staterrent, 1 ' 

must be made subject to whatever international regirre is f 
established by the United Nations Law of the Sea Conferen• • 

Connected with this should be a new fonn of bidding based 

exclusively on initial bonus payments, hltlch enable only • 

crnpanies to participate. Offers of new tax arrangerrents 

offers to maintain spare capacity (this may be a requisit, · • 

bidding) could be considered. 




